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1.  Dc:-limiting  tho  ~eopl..'  of  invl..,-...tiY.J.tion 
A~  ~  traditional  notion  of  fundamental  importanec  in 
linguisties and  philosophy  (logic),  upredieationU  i~ fraught 
with  eontroversial  issues. 1  It  i~  thu~ diffieult  to 
delimit  the seopc  of  this paper  without  bceoming  involved  in 
some  major  issue.  The  fol1owing  distinetions  seem  to me  to 
be  plausible  on  an  intuitive basis.  Evidenee  for  why  they 
are useful  and  legitimate  will  be  found  in  the  body  of  the 
paper. 
The  diseussion  wi 11  focus  on  morphosyntaetic; 
predieation  as exemplified  in: 
1)  He  ran  to his mummy. 
His  trousers are  yel1ow. 
Morphosyntaetic  implies  the exelusion  of  purely semantie  or 
word-formational  phenomena  and  eonceptions  of  predieation. 
There are,  for  example,  same  compounds  where  the relation 
between  the  parts is  said  to  be  predicative,  e.g.  German 
Hosenrock  ~trouser-skirt = culottes/  (Löbel  p.c.). 
Furthermore,  it  is  sometimes  claimed  that  in  certain 
attributive syntagms  like  the running  mummy  or 
trousers  the  relation  between 
semantical1y  (underlyingly) 
modifier  and 
predieative 
his yel10w 
head  i s 
relation. 
Weinreich/s  concept  ulinkingU  (1963:163ff),  for  example, 
which  he  says  is  Uequiv~lent  to  the classical  S-P operation· 
(1963:199),  comprises  both  His  trousers  are yel10w  and  his 
yel10w  trousers.  I  will  not  deal  with  the  intricate problem 
of  the  interrelation  of  attribution  and  predieation2  and 
wi 11  exclude  at tri  bu t i ve  constructions  from  further 
consi dera ti  on,  since  I  believe  that  this  topi c  can 
1.  Jespel'sen (1924 Chapt. X  D,  Sandmann  <1954  Part II>  and  Dane~ (1977)  give 
comprehensive  sUl'veys  of some  of the  issues involved.  See  Hockett  <1958;201 ff) 
fol'  a  standal'd  stl'uctul'alist  treatment,  WiUiams  (1988)  for  a.  transfol'matioMal 
appl'oach.  For  1:he  much  discussed  intel'ac1:ion  of  logical,  grammatical  and 
psychological  considerations see  Marty  (1897/1918)  and  Sundln  <1916:3ff).  Searle 
(i  969  Chapt.5), Tugendhat (i  976)  and  Runggaldier  U  985:24-48)  give  comprehensive 
outlines of different approaches tak.en within the philosophy of language• 
2. See Jespersen <1924: 114ff) and  Lehmann  <1984: 173ff) for a.  discussions of some 
of the issues involved. 2 
~ucce~sful1y be  dealt with  only  if  thc  problcm$  involved  in 
the  concept  of  morphosyntactic  predication  h~ve been  brought 
closer  to  a  solution. 
Leech  (1981:124ff)  conceives  of  predication  as belonging 
exclusively  to  semantic  structure,  the  corresponding 
syntactic  unit  being  the sentence.  In  his  terms,  predication 
is  the major  unit  of  the meaning  of  a  sentence.  I  hold  that 
morphosyntactic  structure is a  unity of  content  and  form  and 
that  it is not  correct  to  treat  one without  reference  to  the 
other.  A reasonable  conception  of  predication  has  to  be 
capable of  explaining  the  details  of  the morphosyntactic 
form  it  takes,  as  well  as  of  the  shades  of  meanings 
associated with  thema 
Within  morphosyntactic  predicative  structures  I 
3  differentiate between  major  and  backgrounded 
predications.  The  latter are  exemplified  by  the  underlined 
sections  in  the  following  examples  (taken  from  William~ 
1988: 283) : 
2)  John  ate  the meat  ~. 
John  ate  the meat  nude. 
John  made  Bill  mad. 
Note  that  Wil1iams  treats  both  (1)  and  (2)  as  instances of 
predicate structure,  which  he  defines  as  the  -level  of 
representation  in  which  the  subject-predicate  relation  is 
indicated  by  indexing- (l.c.). 
with  major  predications. 
I  will  only  be  concerned 
Focussing  on  morphosyntactic  predication  does  not  me  an 
that  in  this paper  predication  is conceived  of  as  a  purely 
structural  concept.4  On  the contrary,  it is conceived  of 
as  a  basical1y operational 
and  its  structural 
notion  comprising  a  1 i n gu i s ti  c 
act  correlate, 
predicating  and  the  predi ca  t ive 
i  . e.  the 
struc ture( s) 
act 
i  t 
of 
is 
3. The  brom  is taken from  Weinreich  <1963:172).  Jespersen  (1924:122)  and 
Gardiner  <1960:262)  use  "the  "term  "subordina"te  nexus".  Leech  <1981:142ff)  calb i1 
"subordina1e predication". 
4. As done by  Williams, see his definition of predicate s1ructure ci"ted  above. 3 
.... 
m..illif  ...... -..;h:-tJ  in.
J  Tro ... A<.Jitiun<.l.11y  <oH  .. t  <.I.'HJ  <.....trout.turoc  <.1.1°(..' 
tkocod  t  wi U,  ifl  uiff(..,'O(.:lIt  uh,,<..,ij:Jl  iflt:t...  PJd lUi,u~t.y  i~  C.OfH.:.t:.'I'IIf.:'·U 
wi th  the  opera ti  ona  1  a-::;.pec t ,  u°..;.u..l.l1 y  c<l11  ~d j  utJy!Ucm t  thL'I~V. 
Li ngu i  ~ti  c~ lau:"  j:Jr imar  i  1 Y  focus'!:>cd  on  the  ~truc  tura  1  as.~t:.oc. t; 
very  often  the  treatment  of  phenom(l>na  r~lev.lnt  to 
predication  will  b~  found  under  th~  clearly'!:>tructul"al 
headings  sentence  01"  clause.  The  opel"ational  a~pect,  if 
considered at  all,  is often  termed  assel"tion.6 
Philosophers  often  t~nd  to  gloss  ov~r  differences  in 
linguistic structure claiming  that  it  is  not  releva.nt  to 
their  investigation,  01"  even misleading.  Linguists,  on  the 
othel"  hand,  are often  content  to classify and  categorize  on 
the  basis of  diffel"ences  in  structul"e without  100V-ing  for  an 
underlying unity  and  inherent  organization  of  the  phenomena. 
Within  the  UNITYP-approach  it  is  considered essential  to 
proceed  on  both  lines  of  investigation,  because  the act 
cannot  correctly be  undel"stood without  taV-ing  the  linguistic 
structures  it  is  manifested  in  into  account  (and vice 
versa) • 
Given  that  the  opel"ational  aspect  is  not  directly visible, 
it is often  claimed  that  the data  are  the  on1y  input  to  a 
linguistic  investigation.  From  this point  of  view,  one  has 
to reconstruct  the  basic  operation  and  i ts components  from 
the data  and,  within  the  same  pl"ocess,  assess  the  inherent 
organization  of  the data.  But  this is  not  whol1y  correct 
since  there is always  an  intuitive pl"econception  concerning 
the area  under  investigation,  which,  among  other  things,  is 
s. Noh that the  diffu~nce b~twel!n act and structure is not just another 
phrasing of the difference between content and  form  mentioned above. "Structure" 
in the formu distindion comprisn contl!mt and form. 
For the following brief outHne of UNITYP methodology, esp. the operational 
asped, d. Seiler 1979, 1982:3H, 1983:9ff, 1985  .. , 1986. 
6. E.g.  Mathesius  U929/83:124f,  1975:81ff)  and  Sasse  (in  prep.)j  both also use 
the term as a  general notion for all kinds of  predicative strudurn. Their use of 
the  terms  predicative/predication is restricted  to  one  kind  of  predicative 
structure, i.e. a  struc1:ul"l' that involvts a  subject (a  pl"edication-base) and a 
. pl"edicate.  I  have  chosen to "take  pl"edica"tion  as the genel"al  notion, since, to my 
knowledge,  all phenomena  to  be  touched  upon  in this papel"  have  in some  wayol" 
othel"  been  dealt with  under  this heading.  It thus sumed to me  to be  the most 
suitable tel"m  fol"  the unified conception aimed at in this papel".  Fol"  the following 
discussion it may  be  useful  '1:0  k.eep  in mind  that my  pl"edication  compl"ises  what 
some call assertion plus its stl"uctUl"al  cOl"l"elates and that Mathesius'. and Sasse's 
"predicative" hel"e  is called "bipar-tite"  01"  "categol"ical"  predication (mol"e  on  that 
below>. 4 
r~~ponsibl~ for  mav.ing  a  c~rtain set  of  data  the  object  of 
investigation  in  the first  place.  There  is nothing  h~rmful 
about  such  intuitive  input  into  the  investigation,  as  10ng 
as  it  is  consciously  dealt  with  in  the  analy~is. 
Consequently,  the  following  two  lines of  investigation  are 
to  be  pursued  for  the  present  topic:  On  the  one  hand,  the 
intuitive notion  of  predication  - as  it 
many  characterizations  of  predication 
is  manifested  in 
found  in  the 
literature and  in  the  intuition  about  what  is predicative 
and what  is  not  - is  to  be  developed  into  a  more  explicit 
notion  capable  of  providing  an  organizational  pattern  for 
the data.  On  the  other  hand,  starting from  the data,  the 
common  denominator  of  predication  is to  be  reconstructed. 
Or,  phrased differently,  the  components  of  the  predicative 
act  are  to  be  assessed  fol1owing  traces  that  are evinced  by 
predicative structures.  One  line presupposes  the  other  and, 
since both  lines cannot  be  pursued  at  the  same  time,  it 
fol1ows  that  one  has  to  jump  to  and  fro  between  intuitive 
conception  and  data,  until  the  gap  between  them  has  (to  a 
reasonable extent)  been  narrowed. 
A terminological  note  has  to  be  added:  Within  the  UNITYP  frameworV. 
prominent  use  is  made  of  the  notion  of  predicativitv  as  opposed  to 
indicativitv. This notion  is to  be  set strictly apart  from  the  notion 
of  syntactic  predication.  Predicativity is a  gradual  notion  referring 
to  linguistic  techniques  on  a  continuum.  Predicative  techniques are 
more  relational,  more  syntactic  than  indicative  techniques  (cf. 
Seiler  1986).  They  also  involve  an  increased  use  of  structural 
machinery  to  achieve  a  linguistic  function.  Predication  denotes  a 
basic  linguistic  act.  As  long  as  the  nouns  ·predicativity·  and 
·predication
B  are  used,  the difference  will  always  be  salient,  but 
the related adjective  (Hpredicative
B
)  is the  same  for  both.  Unless 
otherwise  indicated,  ·predicative
U  is  used  here  in  the sense of 
predication. 5 
2.  The  basic  intuition  and  the  problematic  data 
A  first  - and  the  traditional1y most  prominent  - intuition 
on  predication  consists  in  the  assertion  that  there are  two 
parts  to it,  the subject  and  the predicate,  which  are  linked 
together  in  the  act  of  predication.  For  centuries  these  two 
parts have  been  defined  in  the  fol1owing  fashion: 
•  subjectum est  de  quo  dicitur  id quod  praedicatur. 
Praedicatum est  quod  de  eo dicitur  quod  subjectum est.· 
(Boethius,  ed.  Migne,  Patrologia Latina,  64,  p.1138) 
To  quote  one further  example  from  more  recent  times: 
n  predication,  in  its  shortest  and  pithiest 
definition,  consists  in  sayino something  about  something 
.D.  Now  our  main  concern  with  predication  in  the  next  few 
sections will  be  in  connexion  with  the  division  of  many 
sen tences  in to  two  par ts,  ( 1)  the  par t  referr  i ng  to  the 
thing  spoken  about,  which  is cal1ed  the,subject,  and  (2) 
what  is  said  of  the  subject,  namely  the  predicate.
n 
(Gardiner  1968:255f) 
Although  these  two  components  have  dominated  the  discussion 
of  predication,  there  has  always  been  an  intuition  that, 
strictly speaking,  the  predicate  expression  combines  two 
functions,  i.e.  that  of  -saying  something
n  and  that  of 
indicating  a  link  or  nexus  between  subject  and  predicate.  To 
give  just  one  recent  example: 
-In  any  ground-level  linguistic  expression  of  a  judgement 
we  distinguish  three  functions:  that  of  specifying 
the  par ti  cu 1 ar (s)  c·oncerned;  tha  t  of  spec i fyi ng  the 
general  concept  concerned  ( ...  );  and  that  of  presenting 
particular(s)  and  general  concept  as  assigned  to  each 
other  in  such  a  way  that  you  have  a  propositional 
combination,  true  if  the particular  ( •.•  )  ,xemplifies  the 
concept,  false  if not.·  (Strawson  1974:22) 
Such  a  conception  is particularly perspicuous  in  cases where 
a  copula  is  involved  (-His  trousers  ~  yel1own).  Many 
philosophers  even  claim  that  there  is  essential1y  no 
difference  between  He  goes  and  He  is  a  goer,  since  the 
7. This view  involves the assumption that pl'edicate expl'essions I'efel' to sth. in 
a  way  similar to  subiect expressions.  This  view  is under  heavy  attack fr  Dm  the 
analytic school which  claims  that a  pl'edicate muely is an  unsatul'a'ted linguistic 
exp~ession and 10  look fol'  anything more  is nothing but spul'ious mefaphysics (fOI' 
a l:)l'lef sk.etch of the contl'ovel'sy see Runggaldier- 1985:26H). It is not yet clul' to 
met whether there is anything of interest for linguists in this controversy. 6 
latter  only  explieitly  shows  the  eopula 
8  underlyingly  involved  in  the  former  as weIl. 
wh i eh  i s 
Many  eonstruetions  in  Indo-European  languages9  fit 
the  intuition  about  predieation  outlined  above  perfeetly, 
i.e.  there  is a  subjeet  and  a  predieate and  the  latter says 
something  about  the  former.  But  there  are  several 
problematie  eases,  the most  well  known  being meteorologiea1 
expressions  (3)  and  presentative eonstruetions  (4): 
3)  It's raining. 
4a)  There was  yet  a  visit  to  the doetor.  (J.  Conrad) 
b)  There was  a  eonfused  tramping  of  horses'  feet  outside. 
(D. H.  Lawrenee) 
In  both  eases  it is diffieult,  if not  impossible,  to  give  an 
analysis  in  terms  of  subjeet  and  predieate.  In  (3)  nothing 
is said about  the 11,  sinee  it does  not  refer  to anything. 
It  is therefore eal1ed  a  Hdummy  subjeetH  to  indieate  that  it 
simply fil1s  a  given  struetural  slot  in  English  elause 
strueture.  In  (4)  a  visit  to  the  doetor  and  a  eonfused 
tramping of  horses'  feet  would  qualify  for  subjeet  status, 
if  there were  a  predieate.  But  nothing  is said about  them  -
note  that  it does  not  me  an  a  visit  to  the  doetor  exists (if 
that  is a  reasonable  statement  at  all)  - and  thus  again 
19  there  is no  subjeet-predieate nexus. 
The  dissatisfaetion with  the  traditional  eoneeption  of 
predieation  beeause  of  these  and  similar  problems  (see  also 
the  theoretieal  problem  hinted at  in  RN?)  gave  rise to  three 
developments at  the  end  of  the  19th  eentury,  all  of  whieh 
try  to  overeome  some  of  the  problems  involved.  I  will 
8. See  alrudy  Aristo"Ue  (Met.  D,  7.  1017a  26),  cf.  Steinthal  1890:241.  Dther 
authors  are  reviewed  in  ICramp  1916:14ff.  In  section  5  this  conception  of 
pr-edication is discussed at some length. 
9. The discussion will first focus on  (primarily modern)  members of this language 
iamUy,  within wh ich  the  notions of predication, subject and  predicate  have  been 
developed and employed for a 10ng  time. 
10. The  exact analysis of these constructions is not important at this point of 
the argument. The  claim 1:0  be  granted is that they cannot be  analysed in terms of 
subject and  predicate as they are traditionally  defined. Detailed ac counts of the 
opinions that have  been aired  on  behalf of these  constructions are  found  in  the 
literature quoted in FN1. 7 
briefly review  those  points which  are  of  importance  for  my 
argument. 
First,  Fregefs attempt  to  reduce arithmetic  to  10gic 
achieved  the  breakthrough  for  modern  logic,  which  is closely 
associated with  the predicate  calculus  (as  opposed  to  the 
traditional  propositional  calculus) .11  The  notions 
HsubjectH and  BpredicateB are  dispensed with,  their  place 
being  taken  by  the  concepts  of  reference  and  relationality. 
Predication  is conceived  of  as  a  relation  holding  between  a 
central  relational  term,  the  (logical)  predicate,  and  its 
argument(s).  This conception  received its  most  suggestive 
phrasing  in  formulas  such  as P(x),  P(x,y)  etc ••  Predicates 
are  classified  as  to  how  many  s10ts  they  provide for 
arguments  (one-place,  two-place,  three-place) , 
meteorological  expressions  (cf.(3»  being classed  as zero-
place predicates.  Presentative  constructions  (cf.(4»  are 
taken  care  of  by  existential  quantification.  The 
morphosyntactic  structure of  the  linguistic expression  of  a 
(logical)  predication  is not  considered  to  be  of  importance. 
Thus  from  a  (modern)  10gical  point  of  view  there  is no 
difference between  _P~e~t~e~r~~k~i~s~s~e~d:-~t_h~e~~u~n~i~c~o~r~n  and  The  unicorn 
was  kissed by  Peter,  . since,  10gical1y speaking,  there is 
only  a  relation  of  Kissing  between  the  (ordered)  pair 
(Peter,  the  unicorn).  This  way  a  uniform  treatment  of 
predication  is achieved,  capturing  the  intuition  that  (1), 
(3),  and  (4),  despite  their quite different morphosyntactic 
structure,  are predications.  Although  the  same  goal  is 
pursued  in  this  paper,  this  approach  cannot  be  adopted, 
since it evades  the central  concern  of  providing for  a  link 
between  morphosyntactic  predicative  structure and  the  basic 
predicative operation. 
Two  suggestions from  this  approach,  however,  seem  to  be 
valuable for  the present  enterprise:  In  cases where  there is 
no  clear  subject-predicate  structure  to  be  detected  in 
morphosyntactic  predicative structures,  it may  weIl  turn  out 
that  these  can  be  adequately described with  formulas  such  as 
P(a,b).  Thus,  the suggestion  has  to  be  considered  that, 
11. Cf. Bochensky 1962:312Ht  Thiel 1972, Dummett 1973. 8 
rather  than  claiming  that  there must  always  be  a  subject  ~nd 
a  predicate  to  a  predication,  a  predication  always  involves 
a  referential  and  a  relational  component  which  may  taKe  the 
form  of  subject  and  predicate,  but  which  do  not  have  to  do 
so. 
Second,  the most  prominent  trend at  the  time was  to  try 
to  save  the  traditional  concept  of  predication  by  separating 
several  levels.  To  this  end,  the  notions  of  grammatical, 
10gical,  and  psychological  subject/predicate  were 
introduced. 12  The  almost  violent  discussion  concerning 
these  concepts at  the  time  seems  rather  obscure  today  and 
will  thus  not  be  dealt with  here.  There  is,  however,  one 
point  of  interest.  There  was  hardly  any  discussion  as  to 
what  the notions  grammatical  subject  and  predicate referred 
to.  The  former  is  identified as  the NP  in  the  nominative 
case which  governs  verbal  agreement,  the  latter  as  the 
finite verb-form.  For  IE  languages  in  which  the  case system 
has  broKen  down,  immediate  preverbal  position  is  taKen  as 
criterial  (in  place of  the  nominative).  Thus  there  has  not 
been  and,  as far  as  I  can  see,  there  is no  doubt  about  the 
fact  that  the  formal  feature  NP  in  nominative  case 
triggers verb  agreement  - is a  structural  manifestation  of 
predication  in  IE  languages.  This  becomes  relevant,  when 
discussing examples  liKe: 
Sa)  Some  chapters  I  physical1y could  not  find  •.. 
(Dummett  1973:XI) 
b)  Eine  neue Trennungslinie  zog  Weber. 
(Helfritz  1981:14;starting a  new  paragraph) 
Here  in tu i ti  on  clearly picKs  out  some  cha&;!ters  and  eine neue 
Trennungslinie as  "that  spoKen  about".  In  (Sb)  this is 
confirmed  by  the  fact  tha  t  the  whole  of  the foll owi ng 
paragraph  is  about  the  new  borderline.  But  applying  the 
structural  criteria just mentioned,  ~ and  Weber  clearly are 
the  (grammatical)  subjects.  Functional  Sentence Perspective 
(FSP) ,  being  an  offspring of  the said  trend,  distinguishes 
between  a  functional  and  a  formal  sentence  level  in  order  to 
12. See  FN  i  for  the relevant lituature. ICramp  1916  provides abrief overview 
of the interrelation between logic:  and  linguistic:s up  to the  end  of the  19th 
c:entury. 9 
provide for  this  discrepancy.  The  former  is the  level  of 
theme-rheme structure,  the parts of  whieh  are defined as  the 
De lement  about  which  something  is  stated
D  and  ·what  is 
stated about  the  basis
D  (Mathesius  1975:81).  eet  and 
predicate belong  to  the  formal  sentence  level  and  are solely 
defined  in  grammatical  terms. 13  Within  the present 
discussion  the  question  as  to whieh  level  the predieative 
act  pertains  to  natural1y arises;  to  theme-rheme  strueture, 
to  (grammatical)  subject  and  predicate,  or  to both?  If  one 
opts for  the first solution,  the  task  remains  to explain  the 
formal  characteristics  of  subject  and  predicate.  If  one 
interprets  them  as  structural  manifestations  of  the 
predicative act  and  thus  opts for  the second possibility, 
the characterization  of  predication  has  to  be modified, 
since  ·saying  something  about  something·  applies equal1y 
wel1  to  theme-rheme  strueture.  To  my  knowledge,  FSP  does  not 
take  an  explicit stand  on  this  issue and'  does  not  account 
for  the  formal  eharaeteristics  of  subjeet  and  predicate 
"th  14  el  er. 
Hockett  (1958:201)  opts  for  the  third possibility.  His 
definition  of  predication  is 
tradi ti  ona  1  one: 
almost  identical  to  the 
nThe  most  general  characterization  of  predicative 
constructions is  suggested  by  the  terms  'topie'  and 
'comment'  for  their  ICs:  the  speaker  announces  a  topic 
and  then  says something  about  it.
D 
Applying  this definition to constructions  of  the  type  given 
in  (5a) ,  he  states that  in  That  new  book  bv  Thomas  Guernsev 
I  haven't  read vet  that  new  book  bv  Thomas  Guernsev  is the 
topic,  the  comment  itself  consisting  of  another  topic-
13. On  FSP  see Ma:thnius 1975:8Hf, Firbas 1964,  1966,  Dan,~ 1964,  1971/1974. 
For iis his10rical seUing lind  development see AdJ6mia.n  1978. Note tha1 the 
opposition be1ween given and  new  also plays a  part in defining theme-rheme 
structure. Firbas treats themelrheme exclusively in these terms. 
14. If I  undershnd  Dane~ (i  964,  especially  the  uample  given  on  p228f) 
cOl'rec'tly f  he would probably opt for the first solution, i.e. to olSsign predication to 
the utterance s1l'uc1ul'e. But this is somewhat Sptu:Ulativl, sincl!!  he  dOlls not 
explici'tly talk. ab out predication. In his 1977 paper, which is exclusively I:oncerned 
wHh pr,dication, he splits it up  among  the semantic, the formal and  the utter-ance 
levels <pUS). 10 
comment  construction  (I  +  haven;t  read yet) .15 Thus  (5a) 
is considered  to consist  of  two  predications,  one  accounting 
for  the  psychological  subject  (some  chapters),  the other  for 
the  grammatical  subject  (~).  There  doesn;t  seem  to  be 
anything wrong with  such  an  analysis at  first sight,  and  1 
think  it is  perfectly  adequate  for  the  Chinese  examples 
adduced  by  Hockett  (p202f).  In  the  English  examples, 
however,  it  does  not  explain  why  the  /second subject/ 
governs  agreement.  This defect  becomes  even  more  obvious, 
when  one  tries  to analyse  (Sb)  in  this way:  no  reasonable 
analysis for  the  comment  (zog  Weber)  into  topic  and  comment 
can  be  provided  (is  zog  or  Weber  the  topic?),  and  the 
formal1y  indicated subject-predicate  relation  between  Weber 
and ~  thus  remains  completely unaccounted  fora 
In  my  opinion,  the  second  possibility  seems  to  be  the only 
possible  one  in  languages  with  a  grammatical  subject-
predicate structure,  because  I  think  that,  if  one  holds  that 
agreement  in  (1)  is  a  manifestion  of  predication,  one also 
has  to stick  to  this analysis  in  problematic  cases such  as 
(5) • 
From  a  contemporary point  of  view  the  problem  allows  for  a  different 
solution,  if  one  aceepts  the  claim  that  the  subject-relation  is an 
amalgam  of  semantic  and  pragmatic  factors (cf.  Sasse  1982).  The 
latter are concerned with  the  topic  properties of  the said relation, 
the former  pertain  to role-structure.  Thus  one  could  hold  that  in 
examples  like  (5)  agreement  solely  signals  role-structure  <I  and 
Weber  are agents) I  the  topic  properties of  the subject-relation  being 
Uneutralized
D  by  topicalization  (5a)  and  inversion  (5b)  respectively. 
Although  such  an  analysis  sounds feasible  to  me,  it does  not  solve 
the  basic  problem  considered  in  this section;  rather it supports  the 
claim  that  predication  cannot  be  captured  in  the  formula  ·saying 
something  about  something·,  because  role-strueture,  being  an 
ingredient  in  the  subject-relation,  lies outside  the  range of  this 
formula. 
This brief  discussion  makes  it obvious,  I  think,  that 
the  traditional  characterization  of  predication,  i  . e. 
Usaying  something  about  something
U
,  rests  on  the fact  that 
15. Hoek.et"t  also uses the notions "subjeet" and  "predicate"  f  but does not define 
thema  He  only  re marks ihat ihey "are one  variety of topie-eommeni eonsiructions" 
Ci 958:202). But from  the diseussion of English and  Menomini examples one can infer 
ihai they are defined  in ihe  same  formal  manner as is done  within FSP  (NP 
governing agreement), Interestingly enough, he  does not use these two terms when 
diseussing Chinese examples. See  Li/Thompson  1976  for some  differenees beiween 
subject and  topic from a typologieal perspective. 11 
the  grammatical  subject  - in  IE  languages  is very often 
also  the  topic.  This is  not  necessarily a  false  conception 
of  predication.  Topic-comment  structure may  very wel1  be  a 
structural  manifestation  of  predication,  especial1y  in 
languages  like  Chinese,  where  there  is  no  agreement  to 
indicate  a  subject-predicate relation.  But  since  there are 
languages  that  show 
grammatical1y  defined 
always  coincide  with 
has  to  be  characterized 
this  feature  and  where  the  thus 
subject-predicate  relation  does  not 
topic-comment  structure,  predication 
in  such  a  way  that  it does  not 
necessarily  imply  topic-comment  structure,  although  it 
probably should  allow for  it.  In  other  words,  there has  to 
be  something  more  basic  to  predication  than  the  formula 
Hsaying  something  about  something".  The  formula  is but  one 
illustration of  this something more  basic. 
Third,16  A.Marty,  fol1owing  up  some,suggestions 
by  Brentano,  claimed  that  a  judgment  (i.e.  the operational 
aspect  of  predication,  see above  p2f)  does  not  necessarily 
consist  of  two  parts: 
HEin  Beispiel  eines  Urteils  ist  jedes  Glauben  oder 
Leugnen,  Anerkennen  oder  Verwerfen,  und  dieses 
entgegengesetzt  urteilende  Verhalten  kann  sowohl  auf 
einen  einfachen  als zusammengesetzten  Vorstellungsinhalt 
gerichtet  sein.  Wohl  bildet  irgend  ein  Vorstellen  die 
unentbehrliche Grundlage  des  Urteilens.  Aber  daß  eine 
Zusammensetzung  und  Verknüpfung  von  Vorstellungen 
vorliege,  gehört  durchaus  nicht  zu  den  notwendigen 
Bestandstücken  des Vorgangs.
q  (1887/1918:312) 
Rather,  he  claims,  there are  two  kinds  of  judgments,  the 
ca  t egor  i ca  1  an  d  the  thetic  (quoted  from  Kuroda 
1972/73a: 154) : 
16. This section huvily draws on  the work done by  Sasse (in  prep.), Ulrich (1985) 
and  Wehr  (1984), to all of whom  I  am  very grateful for introducing me  to the 
phenomena and  concepts to be  dult with and  for giving  me  a chance  to participate 
in their  discussions.  Marty's  theory  is  outlined  in  aseries of  articles  (Marty 
.1884-95/1918,  189711918)  wh ich  ar-e  rather  unpleasant  ruding,  since  they  an 
mostly  concerned  with  polemies  against  his  contemporaries.  His  work  has  been 
rediscover·ed for linguistics in two artides by  ICuroda  (1972173 and  t 972173a),  the 
second of which  U972173a)  giving  a dear and  comprehensive outline of the theory 
and  an  illustration from  Japanese.  Sasse  (in  prep.)  further re  fines  the  concepts 
involved and  makes them typologically relevant (cf also Sasse 1984). 12 
·Of  these,  only  the  former  conforms  to  the  traditional 
paradigm  of  subject-predicate,  while  the  latter 
represents  simply  the  recognition  or  rejection  of 
material  of  a  judgment.  Moreover,  the  categorical 
judgment  is assumed  to  consist  of  two  separate acts,  one, 
the act  of  recognition  of  that  which  is to  be  made  the 
subject,  and  the other,  the  act  of  affirming or  denying 
what  is expressed  by  the  predicate  about  the subject. 
With  this  analysis  in  mind,  the  thetic  and  the 
categorical  judgments are also cal1ed  the  simple  and  the 
doubl e  j udgmen ts  ( •• )." 
Prominent  examples  for  thetic  judgments are meteorological 
and  presentative expressions  (see  (3)  and  (4»,  both  of 
which  necessarily  involve  just  one  unitary concept  and  thus, 
by  their very  nature,  do  not  al10w  for  a  truly bipartite 
(categorical)  expression.  But  it  is  not  necessary for  a 
thetic  judgment  to  involve  only  material  that  inherently 
does  not  al10w  for  a  partition.  The  choice  between  thetical 
and  categorical  is not  one  solely governed  by  the  complexity 
of  the state of  affairs  to  be  expressed,  but  it  is governed 
by  discourse factors as weIl  (see  below). 
Marty  himself  conceived  of  this  dichotomy  in  primarily 
logical  terms  and  did  not  taV-e  structural  characteristics 
into account.  But  there  are  also  formal  phenomena  that 
structural1y manifest  the  unity  of  the  thetic  predicative 
acta  Most  of  these  strategies,  in  particular  within  IE 
languages,  have  to  be  understood  on  the  basis  that  the 
dominant  predicative act  is the bipartite (categorical)  one. 
Thetic  expressions are  thus geared at  avoiding  the bipartite 
clause structure central  to  a  given  language  system.  This  is 
especial1y  important  in  cases where  the state of  affairs to 
be  expressed  allows  for  a  partition.  In  meteorological 
expressions  liV-e  (3),  on  the other  hand,  formal  bi-partition 
<via  dummy  11)  does  not  do  any  harm,  since  they  do  not 
inherently  al10w  for  a  categorical  reading.  As  for  the other 
cases,  it  is  to  be  expected  that  the  thetic  form  of 
predication  is  characterized by  the  attempt  to neutralize 
grammatical  bi-partition  as it  is manifested  in  agreement 
and  the  special  position  (or  case)  of  the subject  NP.  I  will 
only  give  a  few  examples,  since  the  above-mentioned 
strategies are  amply  exemplified  in  Wehr  (1984),  Ulrich 
(1985)  and  Sasse  (in  prep.): 13 
- In  (4)  there  is  pronounced with  a  centralized vowel  and 
unstressed and  is  thus different  from  the  deictic  there 
(see  Jespersen  1924: 154f,  Hetzron  1971:98).  There  is (and 
its negation  there is not)  is  thus  the  linguistic sign  of 
recognition  (rejection),  which  characterizes  thetic 
judgments,  and  it is not  a  predicate  in  the  same  way  as it 
is  exemplified  by  the  second  part  of  the  bipartite 
judgment.  The  same  holds for  French  i1  y  a  (cf.  Martinet 
1969: 125) • 
In  thetic  expressions  there  is often  no  agreement  between 
the predicate and  the NP  that  would  be  the  subject  in  a 
categorical  predication: 
6a)  Es ~  einmal  ein  Hühnchen  und  ein  Hähnchen,  ••• 
(Grimm,  quoted  from  Wehr  1984:38) 
b)  Et  ecce apparuil i11is Moyses  et  Helias. 
(Ve  t • La t. Mt. 17.3;  Weh r- 1.  c • ) 
If  ein  Hühnchen  und  ein  Hähnchen  and Moyses et Helias were 
used  as subjects  in  a  categorical  expression,  agreement 
would  be  obligatory.  In  thetic  expressions  there  is 
general  uncertainty as  to  whether  the sign  of  recognition 
(es ist,  there  is,  a  verb denoting movement)  has  to agree 
with  the NP  01"  not.  In  another  bible version,  the Vulgata, 
we  find  the plural  apparuerunt  instead of  apparuit  in  (6b) 
(see  Wehr  1.c.).  Similarly,  in  English  one  will 
occasional1y  hear  There was  horses outside  instead of  the 
'more correct'  There were  horses outside. 
Subj ec t  accen tua ti  on·  in  Eng) i sh  (and  German)  i s 
particularly instructive  in  that  it  involves material  that 
allows  elt~er  for  a  thetic  01"  a  categorical  expression. 
Furthermore,  it  shows  that  the  thetic/categorical 
opposition  cannot  be  reduced  to  the opposition  between 
given  and  new.  All  examples  in  (7)  contain  referential 
expressions which  show  nearly all  the  properties of  'good' 
English  subjects (initial  position,  governing  agreement) 
except  for  the  fact  that  they  receive  the  only main 
stress,  which  normal1y  is  given  to  (some  part  of)  the 14 
t  1  t  t  b  th  b "  t  d  d"  t  17  predicate or  a  eas  0  0  su  Jec  an  pre  lca e: 
7a)  My  SISter  died. 
b)  The  BUTter  melted. 
There are  two  readings  to  examples  like  these,  one  being 
that  the  subject  receives contrastive  stress  (My  SISter  -
not  my  father,  my  uncle  or  Bil1y  - died).  This is of  no 
interest  here.  The  other  reading,  which  Fuchs  (1980:449) 
cal1s  the  ßintegrativeß  reading,  is used  to present  the 
whole  syntagm  as  ·one  'global1y  new'  unit".  Both,  -my 
sisterB and  the fact  that  a  death  occurred,  are  new  to  a 
given  speech  event;  there  is no  contrastive context.  This 
reading  is to  be  compared  to  the  case where  both  subject 
and  predicate are accented  (cf.  Chafe  1 .c.): 
8a)  My  SISter  is DYing  • 
b)  The  BUTter  MElted. 
Here  again,  both  subject  and  predicate  are  to  be 
interpreted as  new.  Consequently,  newness  cannot  be made 
the explanatory  parameter  for  spel1ing  out  the different 
stress patterns  in  (7)  and  (8).  Chafe,  who  in  the article 
quoted  is exclusively concerned with  given  and~,  notes 
that  in  (7)  there  is  Ba  conceptual  unityB  between  the  noun 
and  the verb which  is  not  present  in  (8).  Neither  author 
refers  to  the  thetic/categorical  opposition,  but  obviously 
they share  the  intuition  that  the subject  accentuation  is 
used  here  to  override  the structural  bi-partition  of  the 
expression  and  to  present  the  statement  as  a  unitary 
whole. 
In  Romance  languages  the  same  end  is achieved  by  inversion 
(VS  instead of  SV): 
9)  E  volato via  il  canarino.  (quoted  from  Wehr  1984:54) 
or,  very  prominently  in  French,  with  a  split structure 
(see Sasse  in  prep.): 
17. The  exa.mples are tak.en ,rom Cha.'e  <1974:115). Sn Sa.sse  (in prep.) ,or 
comments on  Cha.'e's interpretation 0'  these exa.mples,  and  Fuchs  (1980)  ,or more 
on subjec't a.ccen'ttd constructions in English a.nd  Germa.n. 19)  Maman,  il  y  a  ma  poup~e qui  s'est cass'e! 
(quoted  from  Wehr  1.c.59) 
15 
Most  of  these  and  similar  phenomena  have  been  discussed  in 
terms of  aal1-new-utterances"  or  aneutral  descriptiona 
(cf.  Kuno  1972).  These  approaches are valuable,  because 
they  provide for  a  characterization  of  the contexts  in 
which  thetic  constructions are used. 18  But  they  are 
insufficient  for  two  reasons.  First,  not  all  phenomena  can 
be  exclusively referred  to  information  structure. 19 
More  important  is their  failure  to explain  why  there are 
mechanisms at  work  in  all  of  these constructions  which 
are geared at  removing  or  avoiding  abipartite clause 
structure.  Newness  all  by  itself  cannot  provide for  such 
an  explanation.  This  is trivial1y  obvious  in  cases where 
the  new  information  appears  in  the predicate. 
The  morphosyn tac t i c  evi dence  for  the  dist  i nc ti  on  between 
thetic  and  categorical  - which  is only  touched  on  here  and 
ful1y  discussed  in  the  quoted  works  seems  to me  quite 
convincing.  That  it  is  an  extremely  useful  concept  is 
evident,  since  it  allows  for  non  bipartite predicative 
structures.  What  this  distinction  means  theoretical1y, 
however,  i s  as  yet  unc.1 ear.  00  thet  i c  and  ca  tegor  i ca  1  refer 
to  two  different  predicative  acts or  are  they  two  forms  of 
the  same  act?  What  is their  common  denominator,  if  there is 
one?  What  is  the  interrelation  between  them?  Before  trying 
to  answer  these  questions,  I  will  briefly  review  some 
predicative structures outside  IE  in  order  to make  sure  that 
we  are  not 
fal1a.cies. 
being  trapped  here  in  some  ethnocentric 
18. Sn (onee  more)  Wehr  i 984 for a  thorough classifieation of patterns in 
Romanee.  Note that she does not employ  the thetic/categorical distinction, since 
she is primarily eoneuned with the discouf"se -factors involved. 
19. See the brie-f discussion o-f  subject accentuation above and Sasse (in prep.». 16 
3.  P~edicative st~uctu~es in  Tagalog  and  Basgue 
29  In  Tagalog  the~e  a~e (at  least)  five  diffe~ent 
p~edicative  st~uctu~es.  In  o~de~  to  avoid  the  noto~iously 
cont~oversial  te~m ·subject·  in  a  language which  it is not 
app~opriate fo~,21  I  will  use  the  mo~e neut~al  te~m 
(PB)  for  the  ph~ase the  p~edicate is about. 
Many  Tagalog  sentences  involve  such  a  p~edication-base and 
thus exhibit  a  clea~ly bipartite  st~ucture: 
11>  I n-i -abot 
R/P--MU-hand  to 
ng  manggagamot  sa sundal0 
RA  physician  LO  soldier 
predicate 
ang  itlog. 
RP  egg 
PB 
HThe  physician  handed  the  egg  to  the soldier.-
(More  literal1y:  BHanded  by  the  physician  to  the soldier 
( i s)  t h e  egg. - ) 
The  predicate  in  (11)  consists  of  iniabot  n9  manggagamot  sa 
sundal0,  the predication-base is ang  itlog.  That  there  is a 
predicative nexus  between  these  two  is evinced  by  two  facts: 
First,  the affix  i- in  iniabot,  though  not  an  agreement 
affix,  still  denotes  the role ang  itlog plays  in  the  event 
denoted  by ~  (MOVED  UNDERGOER)  •  Only  the rote of  the  PB 
is explicitly coded,  the role of  the  other  participants only 
implicitly (i.e.  the  role assigned  to  the  PB  is excluded  for 
all  other  participants).  Second,  in  a  Tagalog  clause all 
other  participants except  for  the  the  one  functioning  as  PB 
are either clearly marV-ed  as attributes  (by  the  linV-er  or  by 
20. The  following  l'emar-ks  are primarily based on my  own  wOl'k  on Tagalog. The 
analysis 1s  not given in full  detail,  only  the  relevant mor-phemic  boundaries are 
imlic:a.ted. I't basic:ally follows Bloomfil!ld 1917 and Lopn 1937177. Impor-hnt 
points are dult with  from a  moder-n  point of view  in Naylor  1980 and Lemar6chal 
1982. 
The examples ar-e  All  drawn from texts: (11)  is fr-om  Bloomfield  <1917:30  Une  13); 
(12),  (17), and  (18)  ar-e  from letters which my  informants kindly allowed me  to mak.e 
use of;  (13)  is fr-om  a  tape-recor-dttd story;  <14-16)  are from the Tagalog magazine 
Liwayway, the 29  Oct 1984 issue, pp 46, 13, and 52 r-espectively. 
The  following  abbr-eviations  a.re  used  in the  text: A =  ACTOR;  AF =  ANG-FORM; 
DEM  = DEMONSTRATIVE;  EX  = EXCLUSIVEj  I = IMPERFECTIVE;  IR =IRREALIS; LK 
:::  LINKER;  LO  =  LOCA TIVE;  MU  = MOVED  UNDERGOERi  NEGEX  ::  NE GA TIVE 
EXISTENTIAL;  NF  =  NG-FORM;  P  =  PERFECTIVEi  P = plural;  PLU  =  PLURAL 
(puticle)j PN = PERSONAL NOUN  (mark.er);  R = REALIS;  RA  = REFERENTIAL 
ATTRIBUTEj  RP =  REFERENTIAL PHRASE;  s  = singular; SF =  SA-FORM;  SG  = 
SINGULAR; U = UNDERGOER 
21. See Scha.chtel' 1976, 1977; Drossard 1984. For- "subject" in general see Li (ed.) 
1976 and Sasse 1982. 17 
.!l9.)  or  as  ( 1 oca  1)  adj une ts (g).  Str  i c tl  Y  speaV-i ng,  the 
predicative  relation  is  manifested  in  the  simple 
juxtaposition  of  predicate  and  PB  (in  that  order).  Probably 
this is accompanied  by  a  specific  intonational  contour,  but 
I  am  not  yet  prepared  to maV-e  statements  about  the r01e  of 
intonation  in  Tagalog  sentence  structure.  Simple 
juxtaposition  is  sufficient,  because  all  other  relations 
(including an  inverted  order  of  PB  and  predicate)  are 
explicitly indicated  by  grammatical  particles. Whether  there 
is a  PB  in  a  given  clause  or  not  is easily determined, 
because  then  there  has  to  be  at  least  one  ang-form  in  the 
clause.22 
Apart  from  this  very  common  categorical  form,  there are 
three  thetic  forms  and  one  further  categorical  form,  which 
is closely related  to  one  of  the  thetic  predications.  The 
thetic  forms  are clearly recognizable,  because  they  exclude 
a  PB. 
Example  (12)  il1ustrates a  meteorological  expression, 
consisting of  a  predicate  and  (optional1y)  10cal  adjuncts. 
There  is no  PB: 
12)  Masyado-ng mainit  na  rito  sa amin. 
very-LK  hot  al ready  DEM/SF  LO  IpEX/SF 
Blt's already very  hot  here  in  our  place. B 
Presentative  constructions,  another  instance  of  thetic 
predications,  are  marV-ed  with  may  'there  is'  (or  its 
nega ti  on  wal a).  Note  tha·t  may  i s  used  almost  exc  1 usivel y  for 
that  purpose  (the exception  will  be  noted directly).  may 
clearly  is  not  a  predicate,  but  a  simple  sign  of 
r ec  ogn i t i on : 
13)  May  mga 
EXIST  PLU 
magsasaV-a  •.• 
farmer 
DThere were  farmers  •••  n 
The  same  pattern  is  used  in  cases  where  something  is being 
said about  a  referent  who  is unV-nown: 
22. Note tha.t ang  in ibelf don not signal 1:he  PB,  since 1:he  predica1:e  can also 
be an ang-phra.se  (resul1:ing in a  so-called .l!l.9..-.l!l.9..-c!ause) • .l!l.9.. signals 
referentiali1:yexclusively. 18 
14)  May  nag-lagay  ng  bomba  sa  ~otse nito. 
EX I ST  R/P =  t - RA  bomb  LO  c ar  DEM/NF 
-Somebody  had  put  a  bomb  in  his car.-
Constructions with  may  do  not  necessarily exclude  a  PB.  If 
one  is added,  the relation  between  the  PB  and  the predicate 
introduced  may  is one  of  possession  (in  a  broad  sense): 
15)  May  sa~it  si  Enya. 
EXIST  sickness  PN/AF 
REnya  was  sic~  (had  sic~ness).R 
16)  sasabih-in  a~o  sa  iyo. 
EXl ST  IR: I g  ls/AF  LO  2s/SF 
Kr  have  something  to say  to  you. K 
The  PB  in  (16)  is ako,  the  ang-form  of  the  l.person  personal 
pronoun.  Note  that,  formal1y  spea~ing,  in  examples  li~e (15) 
and  (16),  a  thetic  predication  forms  part  of  a  categorical 
one.  However,  contrary  to  the  suggestion  made  by  Marty 
(cf.p12),  it does  not  form  the  fsubject f  part,  but  the 
predicate part. 
Final1y  there  is  a  thetic  predication  that  is  used  to 
express  a  complex  state  of  affairs as  a  unitary whole  in  a 
non-presentative fashion.  That  means  that astate of  affairs 
is  introduced  as  a  coherent  whole  into  a  discourse  about 
another  topie.  There  is  no  participant  in  this state of 
affairs that  pertains  prominently  to  the  topie  currently 
relevant within  the  given  discourse.  The  predicate is put  in 
a  special  form  (~a- +  reduplication  + ~  /onl yf),  which 
does  not  signal  a  role  of  any  of  the participants (i.e.  it 
is not  /focussed/).  The  partieipants  themselves  are all 
mar~ed as attributes or  adjuncts.  There  is no  PB: 
17>  wala 
NEGEX 
na  araw. 
LK  day. 
niya  na 
3sNF  LK 
kami-ng  panggastos  para  sa darating 
IpEX-LK  means  to  spend  for  LO  IR: I:  come 
Ka-gagaling  lang  ni  Keith  ng  sa~i  t 
?-recover  only  PN/NF  RA  sic~ness 
iosis. 
"We  did  not  have  any means  to  spend for  the  next  day. 
Keith  had  only  now  recovered  from  his Amoebiosis.
D 18)  .  .  , si  Marcos  pa  rin.  Ka-tatapos  lang  ng 
PN/AF  still  also  ?-finish  only  RA 
mahaba-ng welga  ng  mga  guro. 
10ng-LK  strike  RA  PLU  teacher 
" ••• ,  i t"s sti  11  Marcos  (in  power).  Just  now  a  10ng 
strike of  the  teachers  came  to  an  end." 
19 
In  (17)  Keith"s  recovering  from  an  Amoebiosis  is already 
known  to  the reader  from  a  preceding  part  of  the  letter 
which  dealt with  the  health  of  family members.  The  point  to 
be  made  here  is  the  fact  that  his  recovery  quite 
substantial1y  affected  the  family"s  financial  situation. 
Neither  Keith  nor  the  Amoebiosis  is  "that  talked about". 
Rather  the  whole state  of  affairs  functions  as  a  unitary 
piece of  information  within  the  1 arger  topic  of  family 
finances.  Formal1y  this unity  is expressed  by  the fact  that 
both  participants,  Keith  and  the  Amoebiosis,  are coded as 
attributes  (ng-phrases).  (18)  is from  a  brief  review of  the 
current  Philippine situation.  Again,  the  teachers"  strike is 
not  "that  talked about",  the  end  of  the strike is included 
as  a  unitary piece  to  the overall  picture drawn.23 
From  a  predicational  point  of  view,  Tagalog  is thus  not 
all  too  different  from  an  Indo-European  language.  The 
thetic/categorical  distinction  is formal1y  even  more  evident 
than  in  any  of  the  modern  IE  languages,  since  the  presence 
or  absence  of  a  PB  can  always  be  unambiguously asserted. 
23. In Schachhr/Otanes <1972:371H), as in most grammars, the form k.a- + 
reduplication is called IIreeent  perfeeUve aspeet". I  do  not believe that this is a 
eorrect analysis, since this form is completely diHerent from the other four 
modal-aspectual  formSt  all  of which  are  closely  interrelated with  'foeus'-
formation. Thus treating it u  a  purely aspectual form  does not expldn why  ther. 
is no  'foeus' and  why  it is not eompaUble with a  PB. The  statement iSt however, 
corr.et that in this eonstruction th. state of affairs is conceived of having 
oecurred very reeently. But this restriction in my  opinion does not invalidate the 
claim that this is a  theUc form  of pr.dication  as evinc.d by  its morphosyntadie 
structure. 20 
The situation  in  Basque  is total1y different.24  Most 
importantly,  it is generally difficult,  if  not  impossible, 
to  determine  a  predication-base at  all  (cf.  Brettschneider 
1979:377ff,  Bossong  1984).  The  predicate,  consisting mostly 
of  an  infinite  form  of  the verb  and  an  auxiliary,  agrees 
with  up  to  three  participants none  of 
pointed out  as  Rthat  talKed  about w • 
which  can  be clearly 
Even  the  segmental1y 
unmarKed  NP,  the  absolutive,  cannot  lay  claim  to  this 
position,  since  there  is  no  further  structural  correlate 
that  would  show  that  this NP  is in  some  sense more  prominent 
than  any  other.  What  is  important  in  this  respect  is that 
topic-comment  structure  does  not  playa  prominent  ro1e  in 
this  language,  because NPs  that  can  be  derived  from  context 
(potential  topics)  normal1y  are not  further  ful1y  specified, 
but  simply  taKen  up  by  the  agreement  marKers.25 The 
discourse-pragmatically most  prominent  concept  is  that  of 
focus,  i.e.  that  constituent  that  bears  the  information  peaK 
(see Lafitte  1962:47,  Brettschneider  1 .c.).  The  predicates 
are strictly classified as  being  intransitive,  transitive or 
bi-transitive,  the  possibilities  for  diathesis  being 
marginal.  (19),  (20)  and  (21)  exemplify standard  transitive, 
intransitive and  bi-transitive constructions,  respectively: 
19)  haurr-e-K  liburu-a  iraKurri 
child-DEF:PL-ERG  booK-DEF:SG:ABS  read 
d-u-0-te. 
abs3SG-AUX-erg3SG-PL 
RThe  children  read  the  booK.-
24. The  following  exposition is based on  a talk.  given by  Thomas Müller-Bar-dey. 
Guntel' BreHschneider made  valuable  suggestions, check.ed  the  material and 
discussed it with mit  several times. I hope I was able to prltserve most of this k.ind 
and  highly competent input. 
The  examples  are  tak.en  from  Rebuschi  1983:546f  (expies  19/20/25126),  Lafitte 
i 962: 190  (22)  and  416  (24),  (21) is from  Brettschneider 1979:373  (with ogia instead 
of pelota»  and  (23)  is the  beginning  of  a  story  (A txular Apezarena  J .Amorenal 
M.Ariztia). 
Thli!'  following  abbreviations are  used  in  the  glosses:  ABSz:  ABSOLUTIVEi  AFF  = 
AFFIRMATIVE;  AUX  = AUXILIARY;  DAT  = DATIVE;  DEF  = DEFINITE;  ERG  = 
ERGA TIVEj  PL  = PLURAL;  SG  = SINGULAR;  TRANSDEF  = TRANSDEFINITE  (neither 
definite nor indefinite) 
25. Cf. Bl'ettschneider 1979:375. This is not to say that thel'e is no  possibility at 
a11  fol'  topicalization in  Basque. Thel'e  is, but it involves a  left dislocation that 
tak.es  the  NP  out  of  the  clause;  case-mark.ing  is  lost  (cf.  BreHschneider 
i 981:227H). 29)  h.urr-ak  jiin 
child-DEF:PL:ABS  come 
RThe  children  h.ve  come. R 
21)  ni-k  gizon-a-ri  ogi-a 
d-ir  •• 
• bs3PL-AUX 
I-ERG  m.n-DEF:SG-DAT  bre.d-DEF:SG:ABS 
d-a-kar-kio-t • 
• bs3SG-T-bring-d.t3SG-erg1SG 
RI  bring  the m.n  bre.d. R 
21 
The  s t.nd.rd  examp  1 e  for  •  thet  i c  predi c.  ti  on  - R  i t  rai  ns~ .-
looks  like •  standard  transitive (sic)  predication,  the  only 
difference  being  that  it  does  not  al10w  for  a  ful1y 
specified ergative NP  (since  that  NP  would  have  to specify 
who  in  fact  "rains"): 






The  other  standard example  - present.tive constructions  - is 
only  slightly  different  from.  stand.rd  intransitive 
construc  t i on: 
23)  Ba-zien  hiru  apez  ••• 
AFF-abs3PL:AUX:PAST  three  priest:TRANSDEF:ABS 
&There were  three priests  ..... 
That  hiru  apez  follows  the  auxiliary is the only hint  at  the 
thetic  character  of  this predic.tion,  but  it is a  hint  on1y 
.nd cannot  be  compared  to  subject-inversion  in  Rom.nce, 
since word  order  in  B.sque  is not  fixed  (wi th  the exception 
of  the  position  of  the  focus) •  Consequently  this order 
cannot  be  taken  as  a  s'truc tura  1  manifestion  of  the  thetic 
char.cter.  The  occurrence  of  ba- --,  cal1ed  &l'adverbe 
affirmatif&  by  Lafitte  (1962:411),  is  due  to  this order, 
since  the auxiliary c.nnot  occur  in  clause initial  position. 
It  is  not  restricted  to  present.tive  constructions (cf. 
badoa  nil  s'en va&  (L.fitte  1962:161». 
Summing  up  the  discussion  so  f.r,  there  seems  to  be  no 
distinction  between  thetic  and  cat~gorical  in  Basque.  Since 
there  is  no  bi-partition  even  in  •  standard  transitive 
construction,  it seems  plausible  to  claim  that  predication 
in  B.sque gener.l1y  takes  a  thetic  form.  This would  explain 
why  standard  exampl es for  thetic  predications do  nO.t  receive 
•  markedly different  form  in  Basque.  This  c1.im  is further 
supported  by  the  fact  that  there  is  a  special  categorical 22 
form  of  predication which  is generally used  in  predications 
involving  non-verbal  predicates: 
24)ogi-a  on-a  d-a. 
bread-DEF:ABS  good-DEF:ABS  abs3SG-AUX 
RThe  bread  is good. R 
ogi-ak  on-ak  d-ira. 
bread-DEF:PL:ABS  good-DEF:PL:ABS  abs3PL-AUX 
RThe  breads are good. R 
Here  not  only  the auxiliary,  but  also  the  main  part  of  the 
predicate  agrees  with  the  NP  in  the  absolutive.  This 
additional  agreement  correlates with  the  intuition  that  here 
the  bread  definitely  is  " that  talked  about". 
construction  is not  limited  to non-verbal  d "  t  26  pre  lca es: 
25)liburu-a  haurr-e-k  irakurri-a 
book-DEF:SG:ABS  child-DEF:PLU-ERG  read-DEF:SG:ABS 
d-a. 
abs3SG-AUX 
RThe  book  has  been  read  by  the children. R 
This 
(more  adequate  is a  German  translation with  an  agreeing 
participle: 
RDas  Buch  ist ein  von  den  Kindern  gelesen~.s 
26)  haurr-ak  jiin-ak  d-ira. 
child-DEF:PL:ABS  come-DEF:PL:ABS  abs3PL-AUX 
sThe  childeren  have  corne. R 
(SDie  Kinder  sind  angekommen~.") 
Again  the main  part  of  the  verb  agrees with  the NP  in  the 
absolutive.  In  (25)  the  auxiliary  also  changes  from  a 
transitive  to  an  intransitive  one  (cf.  19).  Thus  the 
absolutive NP  is clearly 
constructions  and  it 
set  apart  from 
seems  legitimate 
other  NPs  in  these 
to  cal1  it  the 
predication-base.  A  passive  translation  has  been  chosen  to 
reflect  this  status  of  liburua,  but  note  that  this 
construction  is  not  a  passive  like  an  English  passive. 
Notional1y  these constructions connote  a  resultative meaning 
which  is absent  frorn  the parallel  examples  in  (19)  and  (20). 
This resultative meaning  ties neatly  in  with  the categorical 
form  of  these constructions,  because  the result  of  an  action 
(or  process)  is normal1y  evinced  by  one  of  the participants 
26. These constr-uciions have  oHen been called passive (cf. Lafitte 1962:342ff). 
Bui note thai case-mark.ing  does not  change.  See  Rebuschi  (1984)  for- a  deiailed 
account of the phenomena involved. 23 
involved  in  the action.  It  is thus  highly suggestive  to  ma~e 
this participant  the starting point  in  stating the result. 
In  discussing  Basque  I  have  implicitly  enlarged  the 
concept  of  thetic  predication.  Up  to  now  thetic  predications 
have  always  been  treated  as special  forms  to  be  defined  in 
setting  them  off  from  the  ~normal~  categorical  form.  They 
were  conceived  of  as  presenting  astate  of  affairs as  a 
unitary whole,  both  notional1y  and  structural1y.  This  unit~ 
was  remar~able,  given  that  the  linguistic  expression  of  a 
state of  affairs  ~normal1y~  imposes abipartite structure on 
it.  If  my  presentation  of  Basque  is correct,  the relation 
between  thetic  and  categorical  can  be  turned  around,  the 
thetic  form  then  being  the  unmar~ed case  and  the categorical 
the  mar~ed one.  Uniformity  is  no  longer  the characteristic 
feature  of  theticness,  rather  bi-partition  is the specific 
feature  of  the  categorical  form.  The  thetic  form  is then 
characterized as  simply  stating astate  of  affairs without 
imposing bi-partition  on  it.  The  substantial  claim  inherent 
in  this  suggestion  is  that  categorical  and  thetic  are 
theoretical1y  two  equal1y  plausible  expression  forms  for 
predicating  astate  of  affairs,  the  distribution  of 
mar~edness within  this  opposition  being  variable between 
languages.  With  that  we  are  bac~  to  the  question  concerning 
the  interrelation  between  thetic  and  categorical  (see  above 
p 15) • 
4.  The  predicative act 
That  there  is such  an  interrelation  is strongly suggested  by 
the  terms  -simpleR  and  Hdouble  judgment-.  As  stated  in  the 
quote  from  Kuroda  above  (p12),  the bipartite predication  is 
conceived of  as  involving  two  parts,  the  first  (subject) 
part  of  which  is  li~ened  to  a  thetic  predication  (act  of 
simple recognition).  The  second part  is not  simply another 
thetic  predication,  because  then  there  would  not  be  a 
relation  of  aboutness  between 
li~e  This  president  is 
concatenation  of  DThere  is 
being  a  cowboy·.  Bringing 
the  two  parts.  A  predication 
not  a  simple 
and  -There  is 
a  cowboy  i s 
this  presidentH 
th i s  i dea  to  its  1 ogi ca} 24 
conclusion,  we  arrive  back  at  the 
act 
traditional 
characterization:  the  predicative  consists  of 
recognizing something  and  in  saying  something  about  what  is 
recognized.  What  is new  is  the  claim  that  sometimes  the 
second  part  may  be missing,  the  act  thus consisting only  of 
a  simp  e  recognition.  It  is obvious  that  there is something 
wrong with  such  a  conception,  since  a  subject  expression 
like  OOthis  presidentR  is not  a  predication,  while  the  thetic 
expression  Uthere  is this president
Q  is a  predication.  Thus 
it  is  not  correct  to  say  that  the  first  part  of  a 
categorical  ication  is  identical  with  a  thetic 
predication.  There  are  probably  similarities  between  the 
two,  but  the  latter  involves something more.  Marty  himself 
conceived of  this  Rsomething  more
H
,  which  also  is  the  common 
denominator  between  thetic  and  categorical,  in  the fol1owing 
way: 
QBekanntlich  war  es  eine weitverbreitete,  zeitweilig 
fast  alleinherrschende  Meinung,  daß  in  der  Verbindung 
von  einem  Subjekt  und  Prädikat  oder,  wie  man  statt dessen 
synonym  sagen  zu  können  meinte,  einer  Subjekts- und 
Prädikatsvorstellung  die  ganze  EigentümlichKeit  des 
Urteilsphänomens  bestehe.  Dies  ist ein  Irrtum  Man 
findet,  es gehöre  dazu  außerdem  noch  etwas,  was  man  als 
Bewußtsein  der  ObjeKtivität  jener  subjektiven 
Vorstel1ungsverKnüpfung,  als  GültigKeitsbewußtsein, 
Glauben  etc.  bezeichnet,  und  manche  haben  unumwunden 
zu  ,daß dieser  hinzuKommende  Vorgang  in  Keiner 
Weise  in Vorstellungen  auflösbar  ist.  ein  Phänomen 
sui  generis  vorliegt,  <das>  sich  auf  gar  nichts 
anderes  zurückführen  und  nur  durch  Hinweis  auf  die 
Anschauung  Klar  machen  läßt.
R  (Marty  1887/1918:311f) 
I  agree with  Harty  that  this  QBewußtsein  der  ObjeKtivität
R 
cannot  be  reduced  to anything else (i.e.  it is a  phenomenon 
sui  generis),  but  in  order  to make  it  a  useful  concept,  it 
has  to  be  given  ~ more  operational  shape.  Humboldt,  who 
attributes  the  above-mentioned  HBewußtsein
ß 
gives  the  fol1owing  characterization: 
to  the verb, 
mOas  Verbum  ( .•.  )  unterscheidet  sich  dadurch,  dass 
ihm  allein  der  Act  des  synthetischen  Setzens  als 
grammatische  FunKtion  beigegeben  ist.  Es  ist ebenso,  als 
das  declinirte  Nomen,  in  der  Verschmelzung  seiner 
Elemente  mit  dem  Stammwort  durch  einen  solchen  Act 
entstanden,  es hat  aber  auch  diese  Form  erhalten,  um  die 
Obliegenheit  und  das Vermögen  zu  besitzen,  diesen  Act  in 
Absicht  des  Satzes wieder  selbst  auszuüben.  Durch 
einen  und  denselben  synthetischen Act  Knüpft  es durch  das 25 
Seyn  das Praedicat mit  dem  Subjecte zusammen,  allein  so, 
dass  das  Seyn,  welches mit  einem  energischen  Praedicate 
in  ein  Handeln  über  t,  dem  Subjecte selbst beigelegt, 
also das  bloss als verknüpfbar  Gedachte  zum  Zustande  oder 
Vorgange  in  der  Wirklichkeit wird.  Man  denkt  nicht  bloss 
den  einschlagenden  Blitz,  sondern  der  Blitz  ~7t  es 
selbst,  der  herniederfährt;  .....  (1836/1963:698f) 
This  passage  vividly  describes  the  intuition  that  to 
predicate is  to  make  a  claim  to  rea1ity,  to  make  the 
1 i ngu i st  i ca  11 y  expressed sta  te of  affai rs - insome  sens~ .. -
real.  The  predicative act  is conceived of  as  a  presentation 
(ßSetzungR),  i.e.  astate of  affairs is linguistical1y set 
forth  accompanied  by  a  #vocal  gesture#  like  Rhere  it  iSR  or 
Rthis way  it  iSR.  This operational  aspect  of  predication  is 
often  cal1ed assertion  (cf.  FN6): 
RUne  assertion  finie,  du  fait  m~e qu#el1e est  assertion, 
implique  r~f~rence de  l#enonce a un  ordre different,  qui 
est  l#ordre de  la  r~alit~. A  la relation  grammaticale  qui 
unit  1es  membres  de  1~  onc~  s~ajoute'  implicitement  un 
Rcela  est!R  qui  reIie  l~agencement  linguistique  au 
syst~e de  la  r~aJit~  ...  (Benveniste  1959/66:154) 
Thus  one  could say  that  the  common  denominator  of  both  kinds 
of  predications  (thetic  and  categorical)  is that  they are 
assertions.  But  then,  what  does it me  an  to assert? Is there 
any  way  to  test whether  a  given  structure is assertive? 
Lohmann/Bröcker,  in  an  attempt  at  further  clarifying 
this intuition,  state  that  making  a  predication  means  to 
make  a  - currentlv relevant  - decision: 
ßDer  Satz  meint  als  solcher  eine  aktuelle, 
/ausdrückliche/  Entscheidung  in  bezug  auf  das  Genannte  -
dadurch  grenzt  er  sich  von  der  zusammengesetzten  bloßen 
Nennung  ab  (der  Flieger  ist abgestürzt:  der  abgestürzte 
Fl ieger)  •••  R  (Lohmann/Bröcker  1949 :357> 
R  die  letzte und  oberste Prädikation  des Satzes als 
solchen  aber  besteht  in  dem  Setzungsakte,  d.h.  in  dem 
Vollzug  der  Entscheidung  über  die  Geltung  des  im  Satz 
Genannten  in  bezug  auf  das  so Benannte.  Das  gilt für 
alle Formen  des  Satzes,  nicht  bloß  für  das  Urteil, 
sondern  auch  für  den  Befehl  und  selbst für  die  Frage,  in 
ihr  entscheidet  der  Sprechende  darüber,  was  für  ihn  im 
Satze oder  am  Satze  noch  der  Ergänzung  bedarf.  Die  Frage 
27. Noie  ihai ihe  phrasing  of this passage is strongly  influ@nc@d  by  ihe 
traditional  conception  thai:  predicating  somei:hing  always  involves  some  form  of 
"being" ("du Seyn") on top of the action or process denoied by  i:he  verb. 26 
ist  der  Ausdruck  einer  unvollständigen  Entscheidung,  sie 
läßt  noch  eine  der  durch  den  Satz  zu  entscheidenden 
Alternativen  offen,  trifft  aber,  indem  sie  dieses 
ausdrücklich  so entscheidet,  selber  eine Entscheidung  und 
ist damit  ein  Satz.  Im  Verhältnis von  Frage  und  Antwort 
zeigt  sich  der  sprachliche  Entscheidungsakt  in  seiner 
reinsten  Form,  wird die  letzte  Stufe  der  Entscheidung 
bloßgelegt  - ähnlich  wie  im  Verhältnis von  Behauptung  und 
Verneinung  die reine PrädiKation  als solche hervortritt.-
( 1 • c .356) 
alytic 
idea 
ilosophy  has  come  up  with  approximately  the  same 
~To predicate  an  expression  /P;  of  an  ect  R  is to 
raise  the question  of  truth  of  the  predicate expression 
of  the  ect  referred  to."  (Searle  1969:124) 
Rather  than  putting it  in  logical  terms  of  truth  and  falsity 
I  pref  the  more  pragmatic  phrasing  that 
rasing 
whet  er 
allows  for 
a  given 
the  foll owi ng 
struc ture  i s 
to maKe  a 
Such 
(mor  osyntactical1y) 
predicative or  not:  A  predicative  structure always  allows 
for  - or  even  demands  - a  yes-or-no reaction.  Confronted 
with  athis president
H  it doesn/t  make  sense  to  say  yes  or  no 
(instead  you  would  say  Hwel1,  what  about  himm);  onlya 
predication  liKe  MThis  president  is 
hearer  with  the  alternative 
a  cowboy·  confronts  the 
between  yes  or  nos 
Cha  11 en  ility provides  a  criterion  in  two  controversial 
areas: 
First,  it applies  equal1y wel1  to categorical  and  thetic 
predications.  Thetic  predications  like It/s raining or  There 
was  a  confused  tramping  of  horses  outside  al10w  for  a 
reaction with  yes  or  nos  Chal1engeability  thus  is a  common 
property of  both  kinds  of  predicative structures.  I t  i s  the 
common  denominator, 
them  predications. 
the  intuitive basis for  cal1ing  both  of 
Second,  it is a  criterion  in  distinguishing attribution  and 
pr  ed  i ca ti  on •  In  an  expression  like  his  vel10w  trousers  the 
ision  to characterize  the  trousers as  yel10w  can  not  be 
chal1en  This possibility only  arises  in  a  predicative 
rasing (his  t~ousers are  vel1ow).  The  state  of  affairs 
expressed,  however,  is  essential1y  the  same  in  both 27 
expressions.  Also  the  traditional  defini  ion  of  Hsaying 
something  about  somethingH  applies  to  both  kinds  of 
structures.  In  both  cases what  is said about  the  trousers  is 
that  they  are  yel1ow.  The  difference between  attribution  and 
predication  pertains  to 
something= 
how  something  is  said  about 
HDie  als-Struktur  ist  der  Prädikation  (dem  etwas  über 
etwas,  oder  von  etwas  sagen;  d.h.  'etwas  als etwas 
erscheinen  lassen',  •••  )  und  der  Supposition  gemeinsam. 
In  der  aktuellen  Supposition  kehrt  sich  aber  das 'als-
Verhältnis'  der  Prädikation  insofern  um,  als  die 
'Suppositon'  die aktuelle  Entscheidung der  'Prädikation' 
( ••••  )  als bereits  vollzogen voraussetzt,  H  (Lohmann 
1948: 69) 
So  far  this is  only  a  hypothesis.  The  fol1owing  discussion 
will  have  to  show whether  chal1engeability can  stand as  the 
common  denominator  of  all  predicative structures. 
There are quite a  lot of  empirical  problems connected with  the  mtest
D 
of  chal1engeability,  and  so far  I  have  not  been  able  to  come  up  with 
a  completely satisfactory  solution  for most  of  them.  The  fol1owing 
brief  remarks are  to be  taken  as preliminary 
Immediately  the  problem  comes  to  mind:  What  about  questions and 
imperatives?  This presupposes  that  one  holds  that  questions and 
imperatives are predications.  Lohmann/Bröcker  as wel1  as Searle claim 
that  they  are,  and  that  their  characterization  of  (morphosyntactic) 
predication  holds for  questions  and  imperatives as weIl.  Traditional 
as weIl  as modern  10gic  mostly  excludes  them  from  consideration.  It 
is not  yet  clear  to  me  which  stand  I  should  take  on  this issue.  In 
accordance with  the overall  approach  taken  in  this paper,  the guiding 
question  is:  What  is  the  linguistic  evidence?28 
As  far  as questions are  concerned,  their morphosyntactic  form  is in 
many  if not  most  languages nearly  identical  to declaratives.  This is 
especial1y obvious  in  cases where  yes/no  questions simply receive a 
different  intonation.  Thus  the structural  evidence strongly suggests 
that  questions  have  to be  included among 
But  are  they  chal1engeable?  Yes/no 
unproblematic.  They  explicitly offer  the 
the predicative structures. 
questions  are,  I  thin~, 
choice between  yes and  no. 
28. Excluded ftom consideta:tion ar-e  a11  str-ucturn thai: are forma.lly  declarative, 
but car-ry  different illocutionary  fortes.  SintI!!  they  are  assertions in  form,  they 
are predications ami  1he  fae1  tha1 1hey are  usltd  to command t  10 question. 10 
promise e1e. has to be dealt with on another level. 28 
In  the sequence  of  question  ("ls  this  president  a  cowboy?·)  and 
answer  (mYes
B
)  the decision  involved  in  every predication  is clearly 
spel1ed out.  In  the  question  itself  the  decision  1S momentarily 
suspended,  as Lohmann/Bröcker  put  it.  Thus  yes/no  questions  involve 
the same  kind  of  chal1engeability  as  declaratives,  although  in  a 
somewhat  different  manner.  To  claim  that  both  declaratives  and 
questions are predications and  thus  involve chal1engeability does  not 
mean  that  they are identical.  Of  course  there is a  difference between 
a  question  and  a  declarative.  But  cnal1engeability  or  "raising the 
question  of  truth"  is  common  to both.  Wh-questions  seem  to me  even 
closer  to declaratives with  respect  to chal1engeability.  In  ·Who  is a 
cowboy?·  the speaker  has made  the chal1engeable decision  that  someone 
is a  cowboy.  If  this decision  were  wrong,  the answer  would  have  to 
be:  aNo,  we  didn~t say about  anybody  that  he was  a  cowboys.  A wh-
question  is,  as  Lohmann/Bröcker  put  it,  an  incomplete decision;  the 
speaker  is lacking a  piece of  information  that  is needed  to make  it 
complete.  But  it still  is a  (chal1engeable)  decision.  Thus  questions 
are,  I  think,  predications and  are captured by  the characterizations 
and  the test  given  above. 
Imperatives, 
Admi ttedl y, 
on  the  other  hand,  are  somewhat  more 
on  the surface  the  test works  here as wel1. 
prob  1  ema ti  c . 
Confronted 
with  ·Shut  up!"  or  ·Stop  it~·  the  hearer  has  the possibility of 
saying  yes or  no.  But  this yes  (or  no)  does  not  refer  to  the  truth  or 
falsity of  a  lioguistic  expression,  rather  it refers  to  the action  to 
be  taken  by  the  hearer.  Thus  the  reaction  of  a  hearer  to  an 
imperative normal1y  consists in  action  or  non-action,  rather  than  in 
saying  yes or  no.29  The  chal1engeability  involved  in 
imperatives is of  a  different  kind  compared  to  that  in  questions and 
declaratives. This  di~~erence is mani~ested on  the expression  side as 
wel1.  Imperatives usual1y  involve quite  a  distinct morphosyntactic 
structure (for  declaratives  or  questions  functioning  as  imperatives 
see FN28) : 
dass  der  Vok a t iv si  c h  "Die  Sprachwissenschaft  hat  eingesehen, 
nicht  auf  derselben  Ebene  befindet,  wie 
dass die vokativische  Anrede  ausserhalb 
steht;  ebenso  ist der  echte  Imperativ 
die übrigen  Kasus,  und 
des grammatischen  Satzes 
von  den  übrigen  verbalen 
29. Sear-le  <1969:124 FN1>also I"emuks that his definitiofl of predication is 
especially awkwal"d  "for imperatives because the aim  of imperatives is to get 1:he 
world to confol"m to words. whereas '1:rue/, when asserted of illocutions, attributes 
success in getting words 1:0  conform to the world."  Cf.  also Tugendhat U  976:239H, 
506H) for- a philosophical c:ritique of Surle/s handling of this question. 29 
Kategorien  abzusondern,  da  er  dieselbe  Funktion wie  der 
VoKativ  gekennzeichnet  ist.  Der  Imperativ  darf  nicht  syntaktisch 
als prädikative Form  behandelt werden:  die  imperativen  Sätze sind, 
gleich  der  Anrede,  volle  und  zugleich  unzerlegbare  ~vokativische 
einteilige Sätze/,  und  auch  ihre  Intonation  ist ähnlich.  Das 
Personalpronomen  beim  Imp.  ( ••• )  ist  seiner  Funktion  nach  eher 
Anrede  als  Subjekt.  Der  Imp.  zeichnet  sich  innerhalb  des 
russischen  Verbal systems deutlich  nicht  nur  syntaktisch,  sondern 
auch  morphologisch  und  sogar  phonologisch  aus.- (JaKobson  1932:89) 
JaKobson  then  outlines  the  special  characteristics  of  Russian 
imperatives,  which  will  not  be  repeated here.  He 
referring  them  to different  functions  of  language. 
belong  to  the  "Darstel1ungsfunktion°O, 
"AuslösungsfunV,tion" .39  Despite  this  difference, 
explains  them  by 
Imperatives do  not 
but  to  the 
imperatives,  of  course,  are related  in  some  way  to assertions and 
thus  to predication,  since nearly  all  assertions can  be  transformed 
into an  imperative.  But 
interrelation,  and 
consi dera ti  on. 
do  not  know  yet  how  to  conceive of  this 
I  would  rather  exclude  them  from  further 
Subordinate clauses  constitute another  major  problematic  area. 
Most  kinds  of  subordinate  clauses  (  conditional  etc.)  have 
an  il10cutionary  force  of  their  own  and  are chal1engeable.  The 
problem  here  consists  in  pointing  out  the  difference  in  manner 
between  the chal1engeability  involved  here  and  that  involved  in  main 
clauses. 
More  problematic  are complement-clauses which  sometimes  do  not  carry 
any  il1ocutionary force  of  their  own,  e.g.  He  thought  that  she  carne 
or  I  suspect  that  he  sel1s  used  napKins.  The  complement-clause, 
though  practical1y identical  in  form  with  the  corresponding main 
clause,  can  not  be  chal1enged.  But  complement  clauses  are not 
necessarily unchal1engeable.  To  She  remembered  that  he  ate  it one 
could  respond:  UNo,  thatJs  impossible.  He  didn.lt  eat  H." 
Chal1engeability here depends  on  the meaning  of  the main  verb.  If  it 
is a  non-presuppositional  epistemic verb,  the complement  clause will 
be  not  challengeable.  The  function  of  the  episte~ic  verb is to 
delimit  or  suspend  the chal1engeability  of  the  predication  contained 
in  the  comp 1  emen t  cl ause.  One  cou 1  d  thus  claim  tha tthe 
chal1engeability of  the  complement-clause  has  in  same  sense been 
exported  to  the main  clause.  This is  especial1y obvious  in  the case 
30. For the  differ'eni func'Uons  of language  cf. Bühler U  934:28ff>  and  Jak.obson 
<1965171;  1968171>. 30 
of  a  logical  predicate like true.  The  function  of  true  in  It is true 
that  he  se1ls  used  napkins  is  merely  to  make  explicit  the 
chal1engeability of  the state of  affairs expressed  in  the complement 
clause.  I  will  return  to  this issue below.  In  order  to  pursue  the 
general  problem  of  chal1engeability  in  complement-clauses  I  thinK  it 
necessary  to make  an  empirical  survey  of  which  languages  al10w  for 
real  complement-clauses.  I  suspect  that  there  will  not  be  very mary 
outside  the  JE  family. 
Finally  I  only want  to mention  probably  the most  intricate problem, 
i.eu  relative clauses:  They  are clearly  predicative  in  form,  but 
attributive in  function  and  thus not  challengeable. 
The  conception  of  the  predicative act  given  above  -
i.e.  making  a  chal1engeable decision  is rather  abstract. 
Besides  the  many  empirical  problems  just  listed,  one 
fundamental  conceptional  question  remains  open:  The  decision 
to  do  what  is chal1engeable?  The first  answer  that  comes  to 
mind  is:  It  is  the  decision  to  say  something  about 
something,  or,  in  Searle's phrasing,  to raise ·the question 
of  truth  of  the predicate  expression  of  the object  referred 
tom  (see  also  the  third part  of  Strawson's definition  quoted 
on  pS).  The  notion  of  chal1engeability was  introduced  to 
overcome  the  problems  involved  in  the  traditional  bipartite 
conception  of  predication  and  now  bi-partition  seems  back 
again:  The  chal1engeable  decision  provided  for  in  a 
predication  is  the  decision  to apply  a  certain  linguistic 
expression  to  a  given  state  of  affairs  or  an  entity.  But 
note  that  this  bi-partition  is  different  from  the  bi-
partition  involved  in  the  t r ad  i t i on a 1  def i n i ti  on  of 
predication.  The  traditional  definition  pertains  to  the 
level  of  linguistic  structure  (involving  the structural 
concepts subject  . and  predicate).  Here,  however,  we  are 
concerned with  a  distinction  between  linguistic  expression 
and  an  extralinguistic entity or  state of  affairs within  the 
universe of  discourse.31  This difference is most  obvious 
in  thetic  predications like There was  a  confused  tramping  of 
horses outside.  No  distinction  between  subject  and  predicate 
can  be  established here.  There  is,  however,  a  distinction  to 
31. I use  lIuniverse of discourse"  rather than "reality" so as to avoid  any 
unredeemed ontological c:ommi'tments. 31 
be made  between  the state of  affair  o  be  expressed  and  its 
linguistic expression.  And  it is  th  s  difference  that  is a 
necessary prerequisite for  chal1en  lity.  But  it also  is 
a  rather  trivial  and  unintresting one  insofar  as  it can  be 
ied  to  any  linguistic utterance  (i  there 
is also  a  linguistic  ex  ession  and  en  ity referred to!). 
The  chal1en  ility  criteria1  for  a  predication  has  to 
involve more  than  just  this distinction  To  predicate 
not  simply mean  to  the  decision  to apply  a  certain 
linguistic  expression  to  a  certain state of  affairs;  rather, 
it means  to  such  adecision as chal1engeable.  The 
essential  question  therefore  is:  What  are  the operations 
necessary for  presenting such  adecision as chal1engeable? 
The  answer  has  been  given  its  most  definite phrasing  in 
modern  logic  and  analytic  phil  ,  which,  fol1owing  Frege 
(see  above  p7),  claim  that  the  basic  operations are  th 
operations of  reference  and  characterization  (cf.  Tugendhat 
1976).  One  has  to refer  to  something  and  to characterize it 
in  order  to raise  the  question  of  truth.  The  task  to  be 
fulfil1ed  by  a  linguistic  predic  texpression  thus is 
twofold:  On  the  one  hand,  to  ref  to  a  point  in  the 
universe  of  discourse  and  on  the other  hand,  to characterize 
it.  As will  be  seen  below,  the  c  ial  point  here is the 
mechanics  of  the  interrelation  between  these  two  operations. 
But  to  in  with  I  will  briefly  comment  on  these  two 
oper  a t i on  s  all  by  themselves.  Note  that  the  main  concern 
sti  11  is  to  reconstruct  the  predicative act,  i .e.  we  are 
still  concerned with  the operational  aspect.  There are  no 
claims  yet  pertaining  to  linguistic structure. 
·Characterization
R  is,  strictly 
phrase  of  ~applying a  predicate  to/: 
ing,  only  a  para-
UDa  ich  meine,  daß  es sich  hier  eine Grundgegebenheit 
unseres Verstehens handelt,  sofern  wir  eben  Prädikate zu 
gebrauchen  verstehen,  kann  ich  dieses  Wort  nicht 
definieren,  nur  erläutern.  Ein  Prädikat  erfüllt seine 
Charakterisierungsfunktion,  indem  es  als  Kriterium 
fungiert.  Ein  Kriterium  (von  griech  trennen) 
ist etwas,  was  zum  Unterscheiden  dient.  wir  ein 
Prädikat  auf  einige  Gegenstände  anwenden  und  auf  andere 
nicht,  wir  damit  alle Gegenstände,  auf  die 
wir  es  anwenden,  und  sie damit  zugleich  von 
denjenigen,  auf  die  wir  es  nicht  anwenden  Die 32 
CharaV-terisierungsfunktion  besteht  im  K~~ssifizieren-und­
Unterscheiden."  (Tugendhat  1976:182f) 
The  function  of  characterization  is  not  to  be  confused with 
the  gramma ti  ca  1  predicate,  al though  the  gramma ti  ca  1 
will  be  further  predicate often  serves  this function  (this 
devel  in  the  fol1owing  section).  In  a  thetic  predication 
like  there was  a  confused  tramping  of  horses outside,  for 
example,  a  confused  tramping  of  horses,  serves  the 
characterizing function.  I.e.  this  linguistic  expression 
linguistical1y characterizes astate of  affairs,  it does  not 
refer  to it as it does  in  A  confused  tramping  of  horses woke 
"Reference"  here  is  to  be  taken  in  a  different  sense 
than  it usual1y  iso  As  it was  stated above,  chal1engeability 
presupposes  that  a  certain  point  in  the  universe  of 
discourse  (be  it astate of  affairs  or  an  entity)  has  to  be 
picked out  or  identified  so  that  the  quest ion  may  arise 
whether  or  not  a  eertain  linguistic  expression  adequately 
eharacterizes it. Within  the predicative aet,  "reference
B  is 
not  limited  to  the operation  of  referring  to  an  entity,  but 
i  t  c ompr i ses all 
used  to 
those  elements  in  a  predieation  that  are 
spatio-temporal1y  the  point  in  the universe 
of  discourse  to which  a  given  predication  pertains.  It  thus 
includes,  for  example,  tense  and mode.  This  feature  has 
occasional1y  been  identified  as  the  criterial  feature  of 
predication: 
B •••  by  the  fpredication;  is meant  that  quality or  aspect 
of  the utterance  which  maV-es  a  language  expression  an 
utterance (i.e.  an  elementary  unit  of  communication). 
Roughly  speaking,  predication  is assoeiated  with  those 
aspects  of  the  utterance  that  relate it, potential1y,  to 
an  ;ego,  hic  .t  nunc;  situation;  in  this connection 
temporal,  modal  and  personal  categories  will  be 
mentioned.
h  (Dane!  1977:185) 
This  conception  makes 
actualization  (cf.  Danes 
predication  involves  an 
expressed.  Note,  however, 
32. See also S'trawson 1974:13H 
prominent  use  of 
1977: 187) ,  cl aiming 
actualization  of  the 
the  term 
that  a 
conten t 
that  Bactualization
B  is  an 33 
extremely  broad  concept.  Bal1y,  who  introduced  this  term 
into linguistics (cf.  1922,  1950:77ff),  says: 
ßActualiser  un  concept,  c~est  l~identifier  a  une 
representation  reele  du  sujet  parlant.  En  effet,  un 
concept  est  en  lui-m~e une  pure creation  de  l~esprit,  il 
est virtuel;  il  exprime  l~id~e d~un genre  (chose,  proces 
ou  qualite).  Or,  la  realite  ignore  les genres:  elle 
n~offre que  des  entit~s individuelles.·  (1950:77) 
"L~actualisation des  concepts  donc  consiste  ales fair--e 
passer  dans  la realitej •• •  (78) 
•  l~actualisation  a  pour  fonction  de  faire passer  la 
langue  dans  la parole  .•••  (82) 
DActualizationD  here  includes  all  factors  specific  to 
utterances  (1~enonc4),  i.e.  to maV-ing  use  of  the systematic 
possibilities of  a  language  in  order  to express  a  specific 
idea. 
It seems  obvious  to me,  however,  that  pre~ication cannot  be 
reduced  to actualization.  this  president  is an  actualized 
expression,  referring  to  a  specific  president,  but  not  a 
predication.  Rather,  predication Qresupposes actualization, 
since  the actualization factors are responsible for  relating 
an  expression  to  the  universe  of  discourse.  This  is 
necessary  to  al10w  for  chal1engeability,  but  an  actualized 
expression  is in  itself  not  yet  a  chal1engeable expression. 
Thus  the factor  of  chal1engeability  is an  extra factor  in 
morphosyntactic  predications  and  probably  its distinctive 
characteristic  (see below). 
Are  a 11  actualization  factors  equal1y  relevant  to 
predication?  This  is,  I  thinV-,  primarily  an  empirical 
question.  I.e.  one  has  to  investigate  the  factors 
necessarilv  involved  in  predicative  structures  in  the 
world~s languages.  Surely  the  three  factors  mentioned  by 
If  Danes  (above),  temporal,  modal  and  personal,  which  are 
easily identified  as  JaV-obson~s  shifters  (1957/71),  are 
among  thema  Leech  (1981:154ff)33  further  lists 
definiteness and  logical  operators (e.g.  negation).  Both 
authors,  however,  base  their  judgments  primarily  on  IE 
33. Not. thai my  conc.ption of pr·.dica"tion .ncloses his predica"tiont proposition 
and question. 34 
languages.  To  my  knowledge,  a  general  survey  on  a 
crosslinguistic  basis is a  task  still  to  be  done. 
Given  that  actualization  is a  rather  broad  concept  and  that 
it pertains  to  different  operations,  I  prefer  to  use  the 
term  identification  to  refer  to  the  specific  quality 
actualizing  factors 
identify  the point  in 
contribute  to 
the  universe  of 
predication;  i.e.  to 
discourse  to which  a 
given  characterization  pertains. 
Summing  up  this  discussion,  we  can  say:  A 
morphosyntactic  predication  need  not  necessarily consist  of 
subject  and  predicate,  but  it  necessarily  involves 
identification  and  characterization.  This  is also  true of 
thetic  predications. 
the  present  weather 
If  one  says It/s raining one refers  to 
condition  (climatic  situation)  and 
characterizes it as  /raining/.  Note  that  this does  not  mean 
that  the  ~weather condition  is raining/.  The  claim of  such 
an  expression  is  that  in  the  situation  identified  the 
predicate  Ais  raining
A  can  truthful1y  be  used. 
The  procedure  up  to  this  point  has  primarily been 
analytic.  It was  established  that  three different,  at  least 
partly  independent  operations are  involved  in  a  predicative 
act,  i.e.  identification.  characterization.  and  presenting  a 
chal1engeable decision.  Ascertaining this,  the predicative 
act  is not  yet  reconstructed,  because  it is  not  simply  a 
summation  of  these operations.  Otherwise it would  not  be  an 
act  of  its own.  Rather,  as  it was  phrased,  this act  involves 
these  operations.  Its  unity  results  from  a  peculiar 
synthesis of  these  operations  to  be  found  in  this act  only. 
The  task  still  to  be  done  is  to  show  this particular 
interrelation  of  the  three operations. 
interrelation as follows: 
I  conceive  of  this 
Presenting  a  chal1engeable decision  is,  as far  as  I  can  see, 
the  distinctive  characteristic  of  morphosyntactic 
predication.  This  operation  is  thus  the  central  factor  of 
morphosyntactic  predication.  The  other  two  operations are 
only  involved as far  as  they  are  presupposed  by  this central 
factor  (cf.  above  p30f):  A  point  in  the  universe  of 
discourse has  to  be  identified and  a  characterization  for  it 
has  to  be  given  in  such  a  way  that  the  decision  to apply  the 35 
given  characterization  to  the  given  point  is chal1engeable. 
What  is meant  by  the  phrase  Bin  such  a  wayR?  It refers  to 
the fact  that  not  just  any  kind  of  identification  and 
c h ar  ac t er  i z at  i on  w i 1 1  do •  A  spec  i al  interrelation  between 
identification  and  characterization  is presupposed.  Using 
again  this president  as  an  example,  this expression  refers 
to  a  specific  person  and  at  the  same  time  characterizes  him 
as  a  president,  but  this combination  of  the  two  operations 
does  not  provide  for  chal1engeability.  The  crucial  point 
here  is the  phrase  Hat  the  same  timeB•  In  order  to  al10w  for 
chal1engeability,  identification  and  characterization  have 
to  be  independent  of  each  other  (up  to  a  certain degree). 
I.e.  the  identification  of  a  point  in  the  universe of 
discourse has  to  be  independent  of  its characterization, 
otherwise  the characterization  itself would  have  to  be  used 
in  identifying  the point,  and  thus  the decision  to apply  the 
characterization  to  it would  not  be  chal1engeable.34  A 
suggestive case  in  point  is  a  phrase  such  as his yel10w 
trousers,  where  ye110w  characterizes  trousers,  but  this 
characterization  is part  of  the  identification  of  a  point  in 
the  universe  of  discourse  and  thus  the decision  to apply 
Ryel1ow"  to  .. trousers"  is  not  chal1engeable.  This 
independency  reguirement  belongs  purely  to  the predicative 
acta  How  it  is reflected  in  linguistic  structure will  be 
turned  to  in  the  next  section.  It  will  be  shown  that 
different  kinds  of  predicative  structures  result  from 
different  ways  of  fulfil1ing  or  neutralizing  this 
requ  i remen t • 
But  independency all  by  itself is not  enough.  Consider  this 
president.  a  cowboy.  Identification  and  characterization are 
independent  of  one  another,  but  there  is no  opportunity  to 
chal1enge,  since both  operations  are merely  juxtaposed and 
not  linked  to  one  another.  It  is  the  task  of  the operation 
of  characterization  to  provide  for  such  a  link,  if 
chal1engeability is  to  arise.  Characterization  has  to  be 
explicitly geared  to  the  point  in  the universe  of  discourse 
independently  identified. 
34. This faci is well k.nown  in modern  philosophy undtr the huding nasymm@try 
of subjeci and  predicate term" kf. Strawson 1974:4ff, Tugendhat 1976:284ff, 339ft 
487f). 36 
This  inte~play 
in  dent  of 
between  the  two  ope~ations  - that  they  be 
one  anothe~  and  that  cha~acte~ization be 
explicitly  gea~ed to  the  point  delimited  by  identification  -
automatical1y  leads  to  chal1engeability.  One  could  thus 
aim  that  p~esenting  a  chal1engeable  decision  is  in  a 
ain  sense  a  de~ived  ope~ation  in  as 
s  sts in  p~oviding  fo~  the  specific 
c  a~acte~ization  and  identification 
much  as  it  me~ely 
inte~play between 
just  outlined. 
Chal1engeability  a~ises  f~om a  specific  tension  between  the 
othe~  two  ope~ations. 
Mo~phosyntactic  p~edication  (as  an  act)  can  now  be 
ned  as  p~esenting  a  chal1engeable  (linguistic) 
~ha~acte~ization of  a  point  in  the  unive~se of  discou~se 
that  has  been  independently  identified.  Note  that  many 
definitions of  p~edication  a~e quite  simila~ to  this,  fo~ 
examp1e  the one  quoted  f~om  St~awson above  (p5).  Most  of 
them,  howeve~,  do  not  adhe~e consistently  to  an  ope~ational 
point  of  view  and  thus  maV-e  use  of  st~uctu~al  notions  such 
as su  ect  and  p~edicate.  They  simply gloss  ove~  seve~al  of 
the  issues  involved  and  the~efo~e  a~e easy  to  be  shown  w~ong 
the facts,  although  the  basic  intuition was  essential1y 
c  ~ect. 
5.  P~edicative act  and  p~edicative st~uctu~e 
The  p~edicative act  being  ~econstructed,  the  tasV- remains  to 
ate between  the results achieved  in  sections 2/3  (data) 
an  section  4  (predicative act).  The  discussion  of  the data 
established  that  there  are at  least  two  diffe~ent forms  a 
p~edicative st~ucture can  taV-e,  i.e.  thetic  and  categorical. 
Some  othe~ possibilities will  be  shown  below.  The  preceding 
section  established  that  the  common  feature  of  all 
edicative  structures,  the  defining  feature  for  a 
p~edication is chal1engeability.  Thus,  the  tasV- is  to  show 
how  the different  predicative  structu~es are related  to  this 
common  denominato~  and  how  they  are  inte~~elated among 
themselves.  Given  that  chal1engeability  is  the  common 
denominato~,  the difference  between  predicative  st~uctu~es 
has  to  be  due  to  how  they  provide  fo~ chal1engeability. 37 
A  rather  straightforward connection  between  predicative 
act  and  predicative  structure  could  be  conceived  of  as 
fol1ows:  There  are  three  operations  involved  in  a 
predicative act,  i.e.  identification,  characterization  and 
presenting  the  decision  to  combine  these  two  as 
chal1engeable.  Linguistic  structure  shoul d  al10w  for  an 
unequ ivoca  1  and  simple  expression  for  these  three 
operations.  Therefore one  should expect  three expressi ons  in 
a  predicative structure:  an  identificational  expression,  a 
characterizing expression  and  an  expression  providing for  a 
lin~ between  the  two  and  thus  indicating chal1engeability. 
It  is obvious  that  some  such  reasoning  lies at  the bottom  of 
the  tripartite conception  of  predication  hinted  at  above 
(pS).  To  my  ~nowledge,  the most  rigorous defenders of  this 
conception  are  the  authors  of  the  Grammaire  generale et 
raisonnee.  From  the  logical  preconception 
- que  le  jugement  que  nous  faisons  des  choses  (comme 
quand  je dis,  1a  terre est  ronde)  enferme  necessairement 
deux  termes,  l'un  appel1~  sujet,  qui  est  ce dont  on 
affirme,  comme,  terre;  ~ l'autre appelle attribut,  qui 
est ce qu'on  affirme,  comme  ronde:  Et  de  plus  la  liaison 
entre ces  deux  termes,  qui  est  proprement  l'action  de 
nostre  esprit  qui  affirme  l'attribut  du  sujet.-
(1676:94f) 
they  conclude  that  it is  necessary  to  invent  a  mar~er of 
affirmation  (= my  chal1engeability)  and  that  this is the 
true  tas~ of  the verb: 
-Ainsi  tes  hommes  n'ont  pas  eu  moins  de  besoin  d'inventer 
des  mots  qui  marquassent  l'affirmation,  qui  est  la 
principale maniere  de  nostre  pensee,  que  d'en  inventer 
qui  marquassent  les objets de  nostre pensee. 
Et  c'est  proprement  ce  que  c'est que  le verbe,  un  mot 
dont  1e  principal  usage est  de  signifier  l'affirmation: 
c'est  ~dire  de marquer  que  le  discours  o~  ce mot  est 
employ~,  est  le discours  d'un  homme  qui  ne  con,oit  pas 
seulement  1es  choses,  mais  qui  en  juge  ~  qui  les 
a f firme. - (1.  c • 9S) 
Bringing  this reasoning  to its  10gical  conclusion  they  hold 
that  in  principle  there  is only  one  atrue- verb,  i.e.  the 
copula,  and  that  there  is  no  difference  between  a 
periphrastic  and  a  synthetic  expression  (combining  the 
characterizing  term  and  the  mar~er of  affirmation) r 38 
"Selon  cela,  l~on peut  dire  que  le Verbe  de  luy-mesme  ne 
devroit  point  avoir  d~autre  usage,  que  de  marquer  la 
liaison  que  nous  faison  dans  nostre  esprit  des  deux 
termes  d'une  proposition.  Mais  i1  n'y  a  que  le verbe 
estre qu'on  appelle  substantif  qui  soit  demeure  dans 
cette  simplicit~,  &encore  l'on  peut  dire  qu'il  n'y est 
proprement  demeur~  que  dans  la  troisi  personne d. 
present,  ,  &  en  de  certaines rencontres.  Car  comme  les 
hommes  se  portent  naturel1ement  a  abre2er  leurs 
expressions,  i1s  ont  joint  presque  toujours  a 
l'affirmation d'autres signification  dans  un  mesme  mot. 
I.  I1s  y  ont  joint  cel1e  de  quelque attribut:  de sorte 
qu'alors deux  mots  font  une  proposition:  comme  quand  je 
dis,  Petrus vivit,  Pierre vit:  parce  que  le mot  de vivit 
enferme  seul  l'affirmation,  &  de  plus l'attribut d'estre 
vivant;  &  ainsi  c'est  la mesme  chose  de  dire Pierre vit, 
que  de  dire,  Pierre est vivant.  De  lA  est venue  la grande 
diversit~ de verbes  dans  chaque  Langue;  au  lieu  que  si  on 
s'estoit content' de  donner  au  verbe  la signification 
generale  de  l'affirmation,  sans  y  joindre aucun  attribut 
particulier,  on  n'auroit  eu  besoin  dans  chaque  Langue  que 
d'un  seul  Verbe,  qui  est  celuy qu'on  appelle substantif.
ß 
(1 .c .96f) 
The  analysis  of  the  predicative  act  contained  in  these 
quotes  i s  not  all  too  di fferen t  from  tha  t  presen ted  in  the 
preceding section.  The  relation  between  act  and structure, 
however,  can  not  be  conceived  of  in  such  a  simple  and 
straightforward manner.  This  does  not  mean  that  there are  no 
structures  that  come  quite close  to  the  ßideal s  outlined  in 
the quote.  There  are such  structures,  e.g.  His  trousers are 
yel10w  or  She was  playing piano.  Note,  however,  that ~  and 
~  are  not  pure  signs  of  chal1engeability.  Theyalso 
contain  information  pertaining  to person,  tense  and  mode.  In 
natural  language  there 
chal1engeability such  as 
are  no 
Frege  .... s  sign  of 
pure  markers  of 
asser ti  on  (,..).35 
I  will  return  to  this  issue  below. 
Let  us  first  consider  the  major  problem  of  such  a 
conception:  Since  they  are structural1y not  tripartite,  the 
majority of  predicative  structures  do  not  fit  into  the 
picture very wel1  at  least  not  without  retreating  to 
purely  10gical  claims  such  as  the  fact  that  vit  and  est 
It  thus  seems  a  fair  guess  that 
there  is something  wrong  with  the  deduction  proposed  by 
Arnauld  and  Lancelot.  I  think  it amistake to conceive  of 
affirmation  or  chal1engeability as  a  third factor  put  on  top 
35. Cf. Frege 1879, Dumme"tt  1973:295ff. 39 
or  between  identification  and  characterization. 
Chal1engeability  arises  from  a  specific  interplayamong 
identification  and  characterization  (see  above  p34f)  and,  if 
such  an  interplay is given,  there is no  need  for  an  explicit 
marKer  of  cha  11 engeabi 1 i ty.  On  the  1 evel  of  1 i ngu i sti  c 
structure  this  means  that  basical1y  an  identificational 
expression  and  a  characterizing  expression  are  enough  to 
signal  chal1engeability,  given  that  they  perform  their 
functions  independently  of  one  another  and  that  the 
characterizing  expression  provides  for  a  linK  with  the 
identificational  expression.  The  Tagalog  example  (27) 
il1ustrates such  a  predicative structure: 
27)  8ago  ang  bahay  niya. 
new  RP  house  3sNF 
uHer  house  is/was  new. u 
Characterizing  expression  (bago)  and  identificational 
expression  (ang  bahay  niya)  are  independent  of  one  another, 
their  function  being  signal1ed  by  position  (predicate = 
clause  initial)  and  ang  (referential  phrase)  respectively. 
There  is nothing  liKe  a  copula  in Tagalog.  baQo  is a  root-
word,  i.e.  there is nothing  that  could  be  interpreted as 
"condensed"  segmental  marKer  of  chal1engeability.  The 
predicative relation  in  Tagalog  - in  structures liKe  (27)  -
results from  the mere  juxtaposition  of  a  characterizing  term 
and  an  identificational  term,36 all  other  syntactic 
relations  (including  attribution 
segmental1y  expressed  (cf.p16ff). 
and  apposition)  being 
Therefore  it  is  both 
theoretical1y and  empirical1y  wrong  to claim  that  in  every 
predicative  structure  there 
chal1engeability. 
How  do  the  elements 
has  to  be  a  marKer  for 
that  supposedly  signal 
chal1engeability explicitly fit  into  this state of  affairs? 
The  copula  in  IE  languages  is  not  a  pure  marKer  of 
chal1engeability,  since it  involves  temporal,  modal  and 
personal  categories.  These  categories serve  identificational 
purposes  (cf.p32f).  The  meaning  of  the  copula,  the 
36. Probably  a  specific  intonational  contour  accompt1nies  this  juxbposition.  I 
was no1:  yet abllh however, 1:0  delimit the role intonation plays here. 49 
philosophical1y  much  discussed  HbeingH,  however,  is, 
linguistical1y  speaV-ing,  chal1engeability.  The  IE  copula 
thus  combines  the  expression  of  challengeability  and 
identification.  This  combination  is  not  due  to  chance, 
because  it is the  identificational  information  that  provides 
for  the  central  linV- necessary  for  chal1engeability  to 
arise,  i.e.  it relates  the characterizing material  contained 
in  a  clause  to  a  point  in  the  universe of  discourse.  In  this 
sense marV-ers  of  chal1engeability can  be  expected  to  involve 
identificational  information,  01'"  vice  versa:  linguistic 
elements for  identificational  information  can  be said  to  be 
marV-ers  of  chal1engeability,  since  the  tasV- performed  by 
both  is the same.  As  will  be  seen  below,  this holds only for 
elements pertaining  to  a  certain  identificational  strategy. 
Tagalog  here  again  provides  a  somewhat  exceptional  example 
insofar  as  there  is a  marV-er  of  chal1engeability  that  does 
not  involve  identificational  information  at all. This  is  the 
so-called 'existential  particle'  mayand  its negation  wala 
(cf.  example  (13».  This particle expresses  nothing  but  a 
vocal  gesture  liV-e  Rhere  it is·.  UnliV-e  its equivalent ~ 
in  TurV-ish  no  temporal  01'"  modal  categories are  involved.  It 
is not  a  hundertpercent  pure sign  of  recognition,  however, 
since  it  also  signals  a  special  type  of  predicative 
structure. 
structures 
It  is  predominantly 
where  no  clearcut 
used  in  predicative 
distinction  between 
identificational  and  characterizing  expressions  can  be 
established,  i.e.  thetic  predications  (generally  of  a 
presentative  type,  cf.p17f) .37 
As  exemplified  in  (27),  in  cases where  there is no  segmental 
expression  of  chal1engeability  in  Tagalog,  we  find  an 
unequivocal  separation  of  identificational  and 
characterizing  expressions,  i.e.  a  clearly  categorical 
predication.  Given  this  state  of  affairs,  the  fol1owing 
hypothesis  about  the  structure  of  predicative expressions 
comes  to  mind:  The  less  unequivocal1y  separated  from  one 
another  characterizing and  identificational  expressions are, 
the  more  there  is  a  need  to  give  chal1engeability  a 
37. The  only  exceptions are expressions of possession as exemplified in (15)  and 
(16)  the exact analysis of wh ich is not yet deal' to me. 41 
segmental  expression  of  its  own.  Althou  this hypothesis 
38  can  stand as  a  general  tendency,  it is not  a  necessary 
correlation.  There  are  thetic  predications  not  involving  a 
special  marker  of  chal1engeability (e.g.  the  inversion-type 
(cf.plS).  And  there are categorical  predications  involving  a 
special  sign  for  chal1engeability  (most  of  the constructions 
involving  a  copula  in  IE  lan  ite  these clear 
deficiencies  the 
investigation  that 
hypothesis 
might  prove 
points  to  a  line  of 
fruitful.  The  hypothesis 
involves  two  parameters  along  which  predicative structures 
may vary:  On  the  one  hand,  predicative  structures differ 
with  respect  to  the  distinction  between 
thetic.  On  the  other  hand,  they  differ 
categorical  and 
wi th  respec t  to 
whether  there  is  an  explicit  (not  pure!)  marker  of 
chal1engeability or  not.  Since  there does  not  seem  to  be  a 
necessary correlation  between  the  two  parameters,  it seems 
useful  to me  to  treat  one  at  a  time  'before  trying  to 
correlate  thema  Note  that  the  basic  purpose,  i.e.  to signal 
chal1engeability,  is  the  same  for  both. 
a)  Explicit marking  of  chal1engeability 
The  basic  idea for  organizing  the data  1"1  this area  is  taken 
from  Clasen  (1981:23ff)  and  Seiler  (1983:62ff).  They 
differentiate between  10gica139  and  semantic  predicates. 
To  the  former  belong auxiliaries like ~~~ 
also  a  verb  of  possession  like 
and  to have,  but 
The  difference 
consists  in  the  fact  that  the  10gical  predicates basical1y 
involve  1 ess  se  1 ec ti  on  a 1  restrictions  than  seman ti  c 
predicates and  that  they  often  onlyal1ow  for  a  defective 
paradigm  (i.e there  is  1"10  passive form  for  the  three  10gical 
predicates just mentioned).  Furthermore,  as Seiler  1983:63 
puts it,  logical  predicates  -imply  a  certain  amount  of 
metalinguistic  potentials.  This  means  that  rather  than 
expressing  an  extralinguistic state  of  affairs  they express 
a  linguistic  (grammatical)  concept  like  possession  or 
38. Witness the fact thilt in most l<1ngu<1ges  there ilri!  such signs of retcognition 
<1S  there iSt il y  <1  etc. in some types of thetic prediciltions. Also the strong 
pl'efel'ence in B<1sque  1:0  use periphr<1stic prtdic<1tes could thus be <1ccounted  fore 
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Next  come  linguistic structures  wher 
expression  and  the  expression  for 
in  dent  of,  but  still  in  c 
another.  Structural1y  ing 
is peri  rastic,  l.e.  one  part  of 
chal1en  ility (Assertionsträger 
characterization  (  iffsträ 
contradistinction  to  TRUE,  both 
constituent.  The  fol1owing  su 
established: 
43 
ects'"  (clauses 
etc.) 
the characterizing 
hallen  ilityare 
struction  with  one 
edicate expression 
edicate expresses 
the other  part  the 
Bu t,  in 
a  gr  amma t i ca  1 
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- The  expression 
any  temporal, 
for  chal1en  ility  does  not  involve 
log 
log 
(most  lexemes 
mor  01 og  i ca  1 
modal 
(cf. 
or  personal  ategories,  e.g. 
(13»  or  the  Chinese copula 
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n  1 og  all ow  f or  qu i te  c omp 1 ex 
derivations)  Furthermore,  there are 
practical1y  no  selectional  restrictions; 
emes 
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The  expression  for  chal1en  i1it  1S  an  auxiliary; 
it  involves  some  the categories expressed  by  ful1 
verbs  in  a  ven  langu  In  En  lish  have  and 
the modals  are examples,  in  e  the  intransitive 
and  transitive  auxiliaries  (  and  uKan) ,  in 
TurKish  Insofar  as  temporal,  modal  or 
personal  categories  are  involved,  the  auxiliary 
combines  the  expression  of  hallen  ility  with 
information  pertaining  to  identification.  The 
characterizing expression  is  ther  a  noun  or  some 
Kind  of  nominalized  form  (e.g  und,  participle, 
infini tive).  Note  that  all  per  rastic  inf1 ectional 
forms  in  IE  languages  (e.g  (plu-)perfect  tense, 
ex  form,  passive  in  Engli  )  belong here. 
The  expression  for  chal1en  ility is  a  ~ful1  verbA 
that  has  lost most  of  its specific  information,  the 
notional  content  of  the  predicate being  expressed  by 
a  nominalized  form.  Examples  from  German  are so-
cal1ed  HFunKtionsver  üge
H  (cf  Heringer  1968): 44 
28a)  ••• ,  so  kommen  die  Bestimmungen  unter  (d)  ~ 
Anwendung.  (1.c.77) 
b)  Paul  bringt  seine Angelegenheiten  in  Ordnung. 
( 1 • c .42) 
In  Australian  languages  extensive systems  of  verbal 
classification  seem  to  be  grammaticalised  by  the 
obligatory use  of  different  qfunction  verbs·  with 
different verbal  stems  (cf.  the contributions  to  this 
topic  in  Dixon  1976:615ff,  esp.  pp673ff).  The most 
common  source of  ·function verbs·  are verbs  of  motion 
which  are  often  used  in  thetic  predications (cf. 
Sasse  in  prep.).  The  main  differenee  between  these 
·funetion verbs·  and  ·true·  auxiliaries eonsists  in 
the  fact  that  they  involve  more  seleetional 
restrietions.  They  thus earry  a  limited  amount  of 
eharacterizing  information. 
The  next  eentral  position  are  predieative struetures 
involving finite forms  of  ful1  verbs whieh  eombine  the 
expression  of  eharaeterizing  information  and 
ehal1engeability  (cf.  the  quote  from  the  g~a~aire 
g4nerale  above).  Chal1engeability  here  is  not  left 
eompletely unexpressed,  since  the  essential  difference 
between  finite and  infinite  forms  of  a  verb  is the fact 
that  the  former  signal  ehal1engeability and  the  latter  do 
not.  But  this  expression  of  ehal1engeability  is 
inherently  1inked  to  the  expression  of  eharaeterization, 
it is morphologieal1y  bound  and  thus not  indpendent. 
- Final1y,  there  are  predieative  struetures  without  any 
explieit  expression  for  chal1engeability (ef.(27)  above) 
where  no  finite  verbal  forms  are  involved.  Here 
ehal1engeability arises from  the mere  juxtaposition  of  an 
identifieational  and  a  eharaeterizing expression. 
Considering  this tentative seale of  deereasing explieit 
expression  of  ehal1engeability it  beeomes  obvious  that  pure 
and  simple markers  of  ehal1engeability  are rare.  The  main 
purpose  of  most  of  the  periphrastie  eonstruetions  that  make 
up  the main  part  of  the  seale  is  not  to  provide for  a 
separate  expression  of  ehal1engeability  and  eharaeter-
ization.  They  generally serve  seme  speeifie  funetion  like signal  ing  aspect  mode,  tense,  passive  ientation) , 
causation,  ver  lasses  They  i  e  gen  al1y  involve 
personal ~  tempora  and  modal  categories  i  h  are also 
present  n  f  nit  verbal  forms.  These  categories essential1y 
serve  i  t  i ca ti  ona  1  purposes,  i  . e  10cate  the 
fairs  lends  utter  ce  spat  o-tempora  ly.  This  state 
suppor  to tela  m  made  above  (  that  ility 
that  i  t  does  t  eed  expression  of  its own,  bu  h 
arises  from  in terac  t i on  of  iden  ication  and 
ti  on  occu  harac  erization  t  from  the  extreme 
an  some  rare examples  of  early  pure markers 
like  log  may,  the  main  part  of  the  explicit  and 
in  dent  marking  of  challen  ility turns out  to  involve 
aseparation  of  linguistic  expressions for  identification 
and  characterization. 
In  order  to  turn  this  ale  i  to  it  ld be 
required  that  two  ementary  can  be  established that 
govern  the variation  outl  ned  in  The  basic  problem  here 
is to  corne  up  with  a  general  difference  between  synthetic  and 
peri  rastic  expressions.  All  the specific  ies mentioned above 
(aspect,  tense etc.)  basical1y also al10w  for  a  synthetic  expression, 
but,  I  think,  a  peri  rastic  t  or  is not  the  s~e as a 
synthet  C  one,  I  have,  however,  not  been  able  to  corne  up  with  an 
underlog princi  e  that  c  this intuition.  Furthermore,  it 
can  not  be  a  matter  of  chance  that  categories like  ect 
hose,  tive  t,  future  etc:.  'lutte 
gener  ly  teod  to be  peri  rastical1y  while present  tense, 
active,  tive aspect  are  often  synth  ical1y  (see 
1985  for  a  survey  on  a  broad crossl  nguistic  basis).  Only  if 
this princi  differente  and  the  concurring  tendencies have  been 
more  ful1y  understood will  it be  possible to discover  the  inciples 
under  ng  the variation  th  respect  to  the  ative act 
It  can  now  be  seen  that  the  basic  d  fference  between 
the  two  parameters  established above  explicit  expression 
of  challen 
categorica 
ilityand  the distinction  between  thetic  and 
at  least  partly  pertai  s  to  different 
strategies used  to  identify  a  given  point  in  the universe of 
discourse.  In  the  case  under  consideration  in  this section 
identification via  the shifter-categories person,  tense  and 
mode  was  of  central  concern.  In  a  categorical  predication 
another  identificational  strategy  dominates  the  predicative 
structure:  A  participant  is  singled  out  in  dently 
4&.  For UNITYP's 
i 986. 
of "continuum"  see  1983  i 985b, .md 46 
referred  to  and  thus made  the starting point  01"  basis of  the 
predicative expression. 
A third  strat~gy I  will  only  m~ntion  in  passing.  Id~ntification  do~s 
not  n~cessarily n~~d a  linguistic  ~xpression at all;  th~ point  in  the 
univ~rs~ of  discourse  r~ferred to may  be  clear  from  the context.  This 
is  th~  cas~ in  examples  like  (13)  (May  mga  magsasaKa  dThere  wer~ 
farmers·)  which  is  taken  from  a  story and  preceded  by  the  fol1owing 
context:  On~ day  a  holy  woman  who  liv~s in  a  mountain  ar~a taKes  a 
wal~ and  com~s to a  fi~ld.  Th~re wer~ farmers  (on  this field>.  The~e 
have  to work  very  hard  etc.pp.  This  is  also  the case  in  poetic 
languag~ if  an  author  simply  uses Night.  as a  clause  being part  of 
the setting for  a  story.  But  such  predicative  structures have  a 
rather marginal  status.  The  main  distinction  pertains  to  the  two 
afore-mentioned strategies. 
s  second  strategy  is  essential  to  establishing  the 
guistic  relation  of  aboutness  that  is  captured  in  the 
aditional  definition  of  predication  (saying  something 
something).  I  call  the  variation  pertaining  to  the 
second  parameter  the  continuum  of  predicative aboutness. 
b)  The  continuum  of  predicative aboutness 
I  sections  2  and  3  the  thetic/categorical  distinction  has 
been  treated as  an  all-or-none distinction.  This  is correct, 
as  long  as  one  considers  single  examples.  A  given 
edicative structure  is  not  a  little  bit  thetic  and  a 
i t t 1 e  bit  ca  t egor  i ca  1 ,  it is either  thetic  01"  categorical. 
However,  predicative structures may  differ  with  respect  to 
e  ee  to which  one  participant  is singled out  and made 
the basis of  the  linguistic  expression  of  a  predication  (see 
low)  01" ,  seen  from  the  opposite  point  of  view,  they 
iffer wi th  respect  to  the  degree  to which  they  al10w  for  a 
olithic,  non-bipartite expression  of  a  state of  affairs. 
f  we  use  the  terms  thetic  and  categorical  to denote  the 
argets of  these  two  tendencies,  we  can  say  that  the  passage 
om  thetic  to categorical  is a  gradual  one.  Note  that  we 
ave  thus  given  a  slightly different  interpretation  to  these 
terms.  In  the  literature these  terms  are  taken  to denote 
ifferent predicative acts,  here  they are  taken  to  denote 
ifferent  linguistic  forms  a  predicative  act  can  take.  In 
he  former  reading  there  can  not  be  a  gradual  passage,  in 
he  latter  such  a  passage  is possible. 47 
What  are  the  principles  i  the  tendenc  es 
towards  thetic 
at  estab  ishing 
categorical  form?  Categori  al  form  strives 
a  relati  of  aboutness, 
thetic  form  tries  to avoid  it.  Categorical  form  separates 
the  expression  of  identification  (via  participant)  and 
characterization  and  thus  seems  to  ned 
purpose  to  1 in  gu i s ti  ca  11 y  reflect  he 
the 
in  ..... "',...,..".  dency 
The  basic  requirement  as closely  as  possible  <cf 
purpose  is to  map  the essential  distin  tion  presu  by 
the predicative act  - that  between  the extralinguistic  nt 
in  the  universe  of  discourse  and  the  1 inguistic 
characterization  of  this point  - onto  linguistic structure, 
thus establishing linguistical1y  a  relation  of  aboutness  and 
providing  for  chal1engeability.  Note  that  this  purpose 
involves  a  basic  drawback.  ing  t h e  dis ti  nc ti  on 
iconical1y onto  linguistic  structure means  to blur  the basic 
distinction  between  1  nguistic  and extrafinguistic  so  that 
the  impression  mi  t  arise that  the predicative act  pertains 
to  the  relation  be  predication-base  and  predicate 
expression  rather  than  to  the  point  in  the universe of 
discourse  and  its  linguistic characterization.  It  is this 
impression  that  has  led  to  the fruitless  traditional  att  t 
to define predication  in  terms  of  su  ect  and  predicate. 
Connected with  this  drawback  is  the  requirement  that  the 
linguistic  expression  of  astate  of  affairs  has  to be  bi-
partite,  I.e.  there  has  to  be  a  participant  that  can  be 
singled  out.  This  requirement  is  unproblematic  in  many 
cases,  but  there are states of  affairs that  do  not  involve 
participants  (meteorological  expressions)  01"  that  involve 
participants  who  have  not  yet  been  introduced  to  the 
universe of  discourse.  In  these  cases  categorical  form 
necessarily  fails.  Thetic  fo~m  •  avoids  this  drawback, 
presenting  the  linguistic  characterization  5S 
h  ~  a  coherent 
w  oIe  and  leaving  the  identificational  t~s~, 
...  1',  to  the  con tex  t 
and  general  spatio-temporal  indicators  11'k~  .=  the shifter-
categories.  It  th  us maintains  the  ic  distinction  be  1 inguistic  and 
extralinguistic  concepts  involved  in  3 
predicative act  H  h  G  .  ere,  owever,  the  drawback  consists  in  the 
fact  that  the relation  of  aboutness  be  a  given. point  in 
the universe of  discourse  and  its 1inguistic  expression 48 
in  dency  not  receive  a  linguistic  expression.  The 
requirement  is  not  unequivocal1y  reflected 
structure.  Thus  chal1engeability  can  not 
in  linguistic 
arise  from  the 
linguistic  expression  of  such  a  relation,  but  needs  a 
separate  indication  of  its  own  (a  separate marker,  an 
auxiliary or  a  finite  verbal  form  (see  the  scale above 
f».  The  tendencies  towards  thetic  and  categorical  form 
are  thus  complementary  tendencies.  The  more  one  aim  is 
achieved  the  less is  the other,  and vice versa.  Connected 
with  this  complementarity  is  the  fol1owing  seemingly 
contradictory observation:  Both  tendencies  are  governed  by 
the  common  purpose  of  providing  for  an  adequate  linguistic 
expression  of  the  basic  relation  of  aboutness  pertaining  to 
the predicative act  (i.e.  that  between  extralinguistic  point 
of  the  universe  and  its linguistic characterization).  The 
one  does  it  by  the  attempt  to  map  this  relation  onto 
linguistic structure,  the other  does  it  avoiding  any  bi-
partition  of  linguistic  structure.  The  one  strives  at 
structural  aboutness,  the other  at  structural  coherence  or 
unity.  Both  are done  in  an  effort  to establish  a  relation  of 
aboutness  between  a  point  in  the  universe of  discourse  and 
its  linguistic  characterization  in  order  to  al10w  for 
chal1engeability  to  arise.  I  will  henceforth  cal1  the 
principles  governing  categorical  and  thetic  forms  the 
principle  of  coherence  and  the  principle  of 
respectively.  In  constructions conforming  to  the  principle 
of  cohesion  predicative  aboutness  is  (merely)  in 
the sense  that  the  linguistic  expression  as  a  whole  is 
linked  - via  the shifter-categories  - to  the point  in  the 
universe of  discourse  it  characterizes.  In  constructions 
conforming  to  the  principle  of  partition  predicative 
aboutness  is linguistical1y established  in  the  sense  that  it 
is split  up  into  two  parts,  one serving  the  identificational 
task,  the  other  the characterizing  task. 
Classifying  a  predicative construction  as either  thetic 
or  categorical  does  not  imply  that  only  the  one  or  the other 
principle is present.  It means  that  one  principle dominates 
the other.  Thetic  predications,  of  course,  do  not  present  a 
completely unstructured  state  of  affairs.  They  involve  a certain  amount  of  structural  distinctions,  as  for  example 
the  basic  distinction  between  participant(s) 
participatum  (event  denoting  expression).  These  in  turn 
al10w  for  such  distinctions as  the  fact  that  a  ven  thetic 
41  predication  is rather  about  an  entity  than  an  event 
and  the  like.  In  split structures (cf.  p14)  one  participant 
is  even  singled  out  and  further  cha.rac ter  i zed 
subordinate clause.  But  the  overall  structural  make-up  of  a 
thetic  predication  aims  at  structural  coherence.  This  is 
clearly evinced  by  the split-structures just mentioned which 
generally  involve  an  attributive  (i.e.  subordi na ti  ng) 
relation  between  the  prominent  participant  and  its further 
characterization.  In  a  categorical  predication  predication-
base  and  predicate expression  are not  total1y separated,  but 
they  are a1so  linked  to  one  another  (minimal1y  by  a  relation 
of  order  as  in  (27)  above,  and  quite often  by  an  agreement 
affix) •  Such  a  link  gives  the 
to  categorical  predi ca ti  on 
otherwise completely fall  apart. 
minimal1y  required  coherence 
the  parts  of  which  would 
But  this indication  of  an 
overall  unity  in  the  linguistic  expression  of  a 
is  clearly  subordinate  to  the  dominating 
characteristic  of  a  categorical  predication. 
Note  that  the  two  principles  only 
delimiting and  ordering  the variation  found  in 
i ca ti  on 
bi -par ti ti  on 
provide  for 
icative 
linguistic structures.  They  do  not  explain  why  in  a  given 
case  a  thetic  form  rather  than  a  categorical  form  is used. 
As  hin ted at  above  (p12ff),  an  answer  to  this question 
involves reference  to discourse-pragmatic  factors.  Another 
even  more difficult  question  left  unanswered  the  two 
principles,  is the question  why  in  some  languages  such  as 
English  and Tagalog  predi ca  t ive  structures generally  take  a 
categorical  form  and  in  other  languages  such  as  e  they 
general1y  take  a  thetic  form.  Such  a  question  can  only  be 
answered  if  the  underlying  principles  of  the  overall 
structural  make-up  of  a  language  can  be  discovered. 
41. Ci.  the  distinction  between  event-centl'al  and  entity-c!ntl'al  thttic 
pl'edications in Sasse (in pl'ep.). 50 
What  is  the  structural  evidence  which  the supposed 
gradual  passage  frorn  thetic  to  categorical  is  to  be  based 
on?  If  the  argument  so far  is correct,  increasing aboutness 
should correlate with  increasing structural  independence  of 
the  expression  whose  function  it  is  to  serve  as  the 
identificational  basis,  as  the  starting  point  for  a 
predicative structure.  The  participant  chosen  to serve  this 
purpose  is to  be  given  a  linguistic expression  that  clearly 
separates it  <i.e.  marKs  it  differently)  frorn  the other 
participants.  Furthermore,  the  predicate  has  to  be 
unambiguously oriented  towards  it.  I.e.  the prototypical 
predication-base is  recognized  by  the  fact  that  it  is 
segmentally  unmarKed  cornpared  to  other  expressions  for 
participants <e.g.  absolutive  <very  often  =  morphological1y 
0)  case)  and  that  it  leaves  sorne  trace  in  the predicate 
<e.g.  agreement).  The  existence of  a  predication-base  in  a 
language  is further  supported  by  the fact  that  the  language 
provides  for  several  mechanisms  to  bring  different 
participants into  a  position  definable  in  terms  of  the  two 
said  criteria.  We  will  see  below  whether  these  three 
criteria provide  intuitively  satisfying results.  Note  that 
they  have  been  derived  frorn  the  preceding discussion  and  are 
thus  given  on  a  princip1ed basis and  not  just  in  an  ad  hoc 
manner  after  sorne  Kind  of  order  had  been  established. 
The  construct  continuum  of  predicative aboutness maKes 
the  fol1owing  claims: 
All  predicative  structures can  be  assigned  a  position  on 
this continuum  on  a  principled basis. 
The  transition  between  the  different  positions  is  a 
gradual  one. 
The  common  feature  of  all  the  structures  involved  is 
chal1engeability.  Or,  to  put  it differently,  the  tasK  of 
all  these patterns is to  provide for  the basic  predicative 
relation  of  aboutness  necessary  for  chal1engeability  to 
arise. 
There  are  two  cornplementary  principles  governing  the 
linguistic  expression  of  the  basic  relation  of  predicative 
aboutness.  The  principle  of  coherence  demands  a  unitary 
linguistic  expression  of  astate  of  affairs  in  order  to 51 
maintain  a  clearcut  distinction  between  the  point  in  the 
universe  of  discourse  referred  to  and  its  linguistic 
expression.  The  principal  of  partition  demands  an  iconic 
mapping  of  the basic  relation  of  aboutness onto  linguistic 
structure so as  establish  linguistical1y  a  relation  of 
aboutness. 
80th  principles  are  at  work  in  ~very  predicative 
structure,  but  to  a  different  degree. 
I  will  now  turn  to  describing  the  continuum  of 
predicative aboutness.  Note  that  the different  positions on 
this continuum refer  to different  predicative structures and 
not  to  languages.  Thus  the predicative structures of  a  given 
language will  be distributed  among  several  positions. 
~: the  leftmost  position  of  this continuum,  the point where 
overall  structural  coherence  dominates.  The  focal  points are 
inherently  thetic  structures,  preferably  of  the  type  of 
Latin  pluit,  i.e.  one word  clauses or  clauses consisting of 
a  word  and  a  par ti  c 1 e  such  as  Tagalog  malamig  na  "it"s 
cold".  Moving  a  little  bit  towards  the  right  hand  side, 
other  structural1y  more  compl ex  thetic structures follow. 
Thus  the  1 efthand  side  of  the  continuum  contains  the 
fol1owing  kinds  of  structures: 
event  expressions  like it"s raining,  es brennt  etc. 
- presentative constructions;  see  (4),  (6),  (13)  and  (14) 
above,  for  more  exampl-es  see Hetzron  1971  and  Wehr  1984 
- thetic structures  involving  a  complex  state of  affairs 
1 i k e  (7),  (9),  ( UD,  ( 17),  ( 18);  mor  e  ex  amp 1 es  i n  Weh r 
1984,  Ulrich  1985,  Sasse  in  prep •• 
Although  I  am  not  familiar  with  Nahuatl,  it seems  to me  that 
the  fol1owing  type  of  predicative  structure also belongs 
here: 
28)  9-qu-itta-9  in  cihua-tl  in  cal-1i 
3SGsub-3SGob-see-PRS/SG  ADJ  woman-A8S  ADJ  house-A8S 
ula  femme  voit  la maisonu  (Launey  1979:38) 
In  this  type  of  predicative structure,  it  has  been  claimed 
(cf.  Humboldt  1836/1963:528ff,  Milewski  1959: 179,  Whorf 
1956:242f,  Seiler  1977:228f)  that  the  predicate presents  the 52 
state of  affairs as  a  uniform whole,  ful1  NPs  being  added  as 
appositions  in  order  to  further  specify  the  referents 
referred  to  by  the  pronominal  affixes  within  the verbal 
complex.  The  pronominal  affixes  are  not  to  be  taken  as 
agreement  affixes.  It is not  reasonable  to claim  that  (28) 
is in  some  sense more  about  the woman  than  about  the  house. 
80th  NPs  are  marked  identical1y  and  there are  pronominal 
affixes for  both  of  them  within  the  verbal  complex;  thus 
there is structural1y  n~  evidence  for  one  NP  being more 
prominent  than  the other. 
An  extreme  example  of  this kind  seems  to  be  Abkhaz  (again  I 
am  not  familiar  with  this  language),  since  here  even 
prepositions are part  of  the verbal  complex,  the  argument  of 
the  preposition  being  coded  like any  other  NP  in  the  clause: 
29)  a-sark/)a  a-tjamc 
the-mirror  the-wal1 
ßI  hang  the mirror 
y-a+d-k)+na-s-~a+lo-yt». 
3sgIA-it+onto-?-lsg-hang+(dyn.)-FIN 
on  the wall. ß  (Hewitt  1979:138) 
The  thetic structures from  Basque  (cf.  (19)-(23»  are  on  the 
borderline between  this  type  of  predicative  structure and 
the  fol1owing  one  (P(a,b  •• »,  because  they  involve features 
from  both  types.  On  the  one  hand,  the verbal  complex  is  in 
itself  a  unitary  whole,  being  capable  of  expressing  a 
complete  state  of  affairs.  On  the  other  hand,  the 
participants  are  not  simply  juxtaposed  to  the  verbal 
complex,  but  are  themselves  segemental1y marked  as  to  the 
roJe  they  are playing  in  the  given  state of  affairs.42 
P<a"b" ..  "'):  The  dominant  principle  is  still 
structural  coherence.  There  is a  clearcut  predicate-argument 
relation,  however,  predicative structure  thus  being split 
into a  primarilypresentational  expression  (predicate)  and 
identificational  expressions  (argument(s».  The  predicate 
is  conceived  of  as  presentational  rather  than  as 
characterizing,  because  the  arguments are  treated all  alike 
(from  a  predicational  point  of  view).  It  is thus difficult 
to claim  that  there  is  a  p~edication  about  one  of  the 
arguments,  rather  a  predicative relation  holds  between  thema 
42. On  the  problem  constituted  by  1:he  fact  that the  absolutive is segmentally 
unmarked, see below. 53 
As  is wel1  ~nown,  this formula  plays  a  prominent  role  in 
dependency  grammar  and  in  modern  10gic  (see above  p7f).  In 
Arabic  grammar  it  is the  model  used  for  the verbal  clause 
(in  contradistinction  to  the  nominal  clause): 
·Zentrum des  Satzes ist  im  ~Verbalsatze~  das  'Verbum', 
oder4richtiger  der  'Vorgangsausdruc~':  arab.  fi'l = ai. 
~riya  ('actio~).  Zu  diesem  gehören  als Ergänzung:  der 
'Täter'  (arab.  fi'il,  ais  ~artr)  und  das43'Gemachte' 
( ar  ab.  ma f ' ü 1,  ai.  ~  irma) ••  ( Lohm~n  n  1954: 19)  .  . 
Despite  the fact  that  considerable  theoretical  attention  has 
been  paid  to  this  type  of  predicative structure,  to my 
~nowledge it only rarely  occurs  in  a  pure  form  in  natural 
languages.  The  fol1owing  examples,  from  Samoan  and  Japanese 
respectively,  are by  no  means  the  most  usual  types of 
predicative structure  in  these  languages. 
38)  Ha  le  fafine  lea (ua  alofa tele (i  ai  e  le  tama  •• 
and  ART  girl  DEM  TA  love  very  LO  ANAPH  ERG  ART  Junge 
·And  the girl,  the  boy  loved  her  very much ••• • 
(Hoyle  1981:138/6) 
ma  le fafine  lea  is a  left dislocated  topic  and  not  directly 
relevant  to  the present  discussion.  The  important  point  here 
is that  both  arguments,  the  anaphoric  pronoun  ai  referring 
bac~  to  the girl  and  le  tama,  are case  mar~ed (locative and 
ergative,  respectively).  Consequently,  the attempt  to  show 
that  the  girl  rather  than  the  boy  (or  vice  versa)  is 
predicated about  will  not  be  successful.  Note  that  topic-
comment  structure  here  i s  independent  of  predicative 
structure. 
44  In  Japanese  there is a  wel1-~nown dispute as  to what 
the exact  difference between  ~  and  9A  iso  Kuno  (1972,  1973) 
uses  the  concept  ·neutral  description
R
,  Kuroda  (1972/73a) 
makes  use  of  the  thetic/categorical  opposition  (see  FN16 
above).  For  him  the  difference  between  (31a)  and  (31b) 
43. On  Arabie  gr-ammatical  analysis and  ter-minology  see Mosel  1975  and  Ow@ns 
1984. 
Ironically, the Semitic languagn quite gener-ally do  not uutly fit the description 
given in this quote  <Sa.sse  p.e.).  Due  to order and  agreement  there  is a  certain 
prominenee of the NP  called SUbjRct  in Arabic grammar-.  Since the agreement rules 
are  far  from  dur, however,  these  languages  probably  belong  to the  transition 
type between PCa,b)  and PB-P which is touched upon below.  . 
44. I  have  to thank.  Tak.ayuk.i  Matsubara for helpful comments  on  the Japanese 
dah.. 54 
consists of  the  fact  that  in  the  former  something  is said 
about  the cat,  while  in  the  latter  the state of  affairs is 
presented as  a  uniform whole: 
31a)  NeKo--wa  saKana-o  tabe-ta. 
cat-TOP  fish-AKK  eat-PAST 
PB  P 
The  cat  ate  the  f i sh.  .. 
38b)  NeKo-ga  saKana-o  tabe-ta.  ( i d.) 
One  argument  in  favour  of  this  analysis  is  that  in 
prototypical1y  thetic  expressions ~  is used: 
32)  Ame-ga  hur-u.  .. I t  wi 11  rai  n ... 
rai  n-NOH  fa  l1-NONPAST 
The  important  point  here  is  the fact  that  in  Japanese  there 
is no  agreement  and  that  all  argument  expressions  are 
fol1owed  a  case marKer.  Thus,  formal1y,  no  one  argument 
is given  prominence  over  the others.  This actual1y  includes, 
on  a  purely formal  level,  the  topic  (NP  marKed with  ~). The 
special  status of  the  topic  thus  has  to  be  ascertained from 
other facts  (see below). 
Dixon  (1977:384ff)  claims  that  in  Yi dip,  in 
contradistinction  to  Dyirbal , 
for  a  PB  and  it seems more 
clause structure  without  a 
correc t,  the  predicative 
there is no  clearcut  evidence 
useful  to  him  to analyse Yidip 
VP-node  (39Sff).  If  this is 
structures  of  Yidip  under 
consideration  in  these  passages  have  to  be  put within  this 
area  on  the  continuum.  Note,  however,  that  they  are  already 
a  little off  the  pure  type  (towards  a  PB-P  type),  since  the 
absolutive  is morphological1y  zero  (1977:126)  and  thus  given 
a  certain  prominence  when  compared  to  the  other  cases. 
I  suspect  that  there are many  more  cases  liKe  the Yidip  one 
just quoted  (cf.  FN43):  on  the  one  hand  there  is  no 
agreement  and  no  other 




al10w  for 
from 
an 
unambiguous  identification  of  a  PB.  On  the  other  hand,  one 
argument  is  morphological1y  marKed  zero  and  thus, 
potential1y at  least,  set  apart  from  the  other  arguments. 
That  there are  not  many  examples  for  the  pure  type  of  the 
re  1 at  i on a 1  f ormu 1 a  P ( a , b)  probably  is  connected  with  the 55 
fact  that  languages rarely  tend  to  have  segmental  markers 
for  all  cases. 
Within  the  UNITYP  conception  of  a  continuum45  such  an 
area  of  inconclusive  evidence  is  expected,  because  on  a 
continuum  there  is  an  area  where  the  two  complementary 
principles are  present  to  approximately  the  same  extent. 
This area  is cal1ed  the  turning point.  The  facts evinced  by 
the  data  seem  to  point  in  different  directions.  As  to 
predication,  this  is  suggestively  manifested  in  the 
literature concerning  problems  of  identifying a  predication-
base  (subject)  in  ergative  languages  (see for  example van 
Valin  1981,  the  contributions  in  Dixon  1976:485ff,  espe 
Hea th  1976,  and  Mosel  1985: I11ff) • 
PB-P:  Structura1  bi-partition dcminates,  there is a  PB 
that  serves  as  referential  basis  of  the  predicative 
structure.  If  the formula  P(a,b  •• )  is  associated with  the 
verbal  clause,  this is the  pattern  for  the  nominal  clause; 
i.e.  it is  to  be  expected  that  predicative  structures 
involving nominals as  predicates will 
this area of  the continuum. 
tend  to  be  found  in 
Examples  for  this  type  are weil  known,  since  they are close 
to  home.  Modern  XE  languages  primarily  use  this  type  of 
predication;  the Tagalog structures exemplified  in  (19)  and 
(27)  also  belong  here;  the  prominent  predicative structure 
in  Dyirbal,  at  least  as analysed  by  Dixon  (1972  Chapt.5),  as 
wel1.  Note  that  these  predicative  structures  are 
typlogical1y very  different,  IE  exemplifying  a  subject-
.  t 46  t  D  .  b  1  t  .  t  d  T  1  promlnen  ype,  Ylr  a  an  erga  Ive  ype  an  aga  og 
belonging  to  neither  (see  FN21).  Nevertheless,  from  a 
predicational  point  of  view  they  are rather  similar,  because 
they all  involve  a  specialized  referential  expression  that 
something  is said about.47 
45. Cf. Seiler 1983:72ff; 1985a/bi 1986. 
46. Sn Sasse i 982  for this concept. 
47. The  similolrity  in this respect molY  be  one  reolson  why  these lolnguolges  have 
figured so promimmtly in the typlogicoll  discussion in recent years.  In lolnguages 
where tllere is no  PB,  01'  olt  least not so clea.rly  identifiolble  ol  PB, it is of course 
impossible (01' at least hard>  to determine the prindples underlying the choiee of ol 
PB. 56 
Jakobson  (1936/72:33)  - talking about  the  Russian  nominative 
- describes  the special  features  of  a  predication-base as 
opposed  to other  arguments  in  a  clause: 
RDie  Tatsache,  daß  der  N  im  Gegensatz  zu  allen  übrigen 
Kasus  die Selbstentfaltung  des  bezeichneten  Gegenstandes 
keineswegs  einschränkt  (d.h.  weder  seine Abhängigkeit 
von  einer  Handlung  kennzeichnet,  noch  das  unvollständige 
Vorhandensein  im  Sachverhalt  der  Aussage u.s.w.),  sondert 
diesen  Kasus  von  allen  übrigen  wesentlich  ab  und macht 
ihn  zum  einzig möglichen  Träger  der  reinen  Nennfunktion. 
Der  N  nennt  unmittelbar  den  Gegenstand,  ••• 
Der  N  ist  die merkmallose  Form  für  die Nennfunktion  der 
Rede.  Er  fungiert  aber  auch  als  Bestandteil  einer 
Aussage,  welche  den  Gegenstand  nicht  nur  nennt,  sondern 
über  ihn  auch  etwas  mitteilt.  Doch  auch  in  der 
darstellenden  Rede  bleibt  die  Nennfunktion  des N-s stets 
mitbestimmend,  ja maßgebend:  der  durch  den  N  bezeichnete 
Gegenstand  wird  als  der  Gegen4~and  der  Aussage  {= 
Ausgangspunkt,  N.H.}  hingestellt. R 
T-C:  In  topic-comrnent  structures,  partition  dominates 
almost  to  the  exclusion  of  any  indication  of  structural 
coherence.  Identifying  and  characterizing  expression  are 
almost  completely separated.  The  topic  often  does  not  even 
fil1  any  of  the argument  slots provided for  by  the verb.  The 
only  link  between  topic  and  comrnent  is the  rather  weak  link 
of  order  and  intonation.  The  comrnent  may  itself consist  of 
another  predicative structure of  any  of  the  preceding  types 
(i.e.  P,  P(a,b),  PB-P) .49 Topic-comment  structure here 
refers  to  topics  ·Chinese style- (cf.  Chafe  1976:50f),  i.e. 
topics  that  are  part  of  clause  structure  and  not  those 
topics  that  involve  cleft-constructions.  The  fol1owing 
examples are from  Japanese,  Chinese50  and Tagalog 
respectively: 
33)  Kono  nioi-wa  gasu-ga 




(conj  ec ture) 
Comment 
P(a) 
"Judging  by  this smel1 ,  gas  seems  to  be  1 eaking out.-
48. See also ICa:znelson  1974:220H, C.ICnobloch  1985Ms. 
49. Cf. the brief discussion of Hockett's conception of predica.tion above (p9f). 
50. I am grateful to Hilal"Y  Chapell for help with the Chinese data. 34) 
35) 
"  .  v  Nel-zhong 




yi-jin  -shi  kuai  qian. 
one-catty  three-ten  dollar money 
Comment 
DThat  kind  of  bean,  one catty is thirty dol1ars. D 
(Li/Thompson  1981:96) 
iII  11  •  51  sapagkat  ang  kuba  ay mahina  ang  katawan. 
because  RP  hunchback  PD  weak  RP 
Topic  Comment 
p  PS 
D ••• ,  for  the  hunchback  was  weak  of  body.D 
(more  litera11y:  D ••• ,  because as for  the  hunchback, 
the  body  (  weak.
D 
57 
The  rather  loose  connection  between  topic  and  comment  in 
these constructions is  witnessed  by  the  phenomenon  of  zero 
anaphora.  I.e. very often  there is no  topic  expressed at all 
(cf.  Li/Thompson  1981:657ff,  Chen  1984):51 
36)  Bäger  shi  ...  zhong  hei  de 
.v 
Yl  se  nlaor, 
myna:bird  be  one  CL  black  color  Not1  bird 
•  ""  ,  - "  9  hui  xue  ren  shuohua. 
can  1 earn  people  talk 
"The  myna  bird is a  bird of  black  color.  (it)  can  learn 
to  talk  from  people. D 
In  foca1  instances  of  PB-P  structures  the expression  for  a 
PB  can  not  simply  be  dispensed  with.  It  is  part  of  the 
argument  structure  provided for  the  verb.  There  is no 
difference  in  principle .between  Topic-Comment  structures and 
PS-P  structures.  In  both  the  princip1e  of  partition 
dominates  the make-up  of  the predicative structure.  Topic-
comment  structures,  however,  follow  this principle  to  a  more 
radical  degree. 
5 i. This examplt, including glossfl'S emd  translation is tak.tn from Chen <1984:34). 
NOH: stands for nominaliztrt CL for classifier. 58 
The  fol1owing  il1ust~ation 
p~edicative aboutness.52 
depicts  the  continuum  of 
Continuurn  of predicative  "aboutness" 
..... . 
..  fII  a  * 
.  '  .. 
.........  .  ' 
... 
"'~'~'--------------------------------------------------~ 
P  P  (a,  b, ...  )  PB  - P  T  - C 
80th  p~inciples a~e  shown  to  be  p~esent  in  all  p~edicative 
st~uctu~es,  since  eve~y thetic  fo~m  involves  at  least  a 
mi n ima  1  st~uctu~al  pa~tition  and  eve~y  catego~ical  fo~m 
involves at  least  a  minimal  sign  of  ove~al1  cohe~ence 
(cf.p48f  above).  An  example  fo~  a  minimal  st~uctu~al 
pa~ ti ti  on  in  a 
ending  as  in 
thetic  p~edication 
Latin  pl u-i t. 
is  that  between  stern  and 
The  fo~me~  contains 
cha~acte~izing  mate~ial,  the  latte~  identificational 
mate~ial,  signal1ing finiteness and  thus chal1engeability. 
St~uctu~al  cohe~ence  is  minimal1y  signaJled  by  o~de~ and 
intonation  as  in  topic-comment  st~uctu~es (see  p56  above) • 
As  stated  seve~al  times  in  this section,  the~e  a~e some 
st~ong co~~elations between  the  two  scales of  va~iation  fo~ 
p~edicative st~uctu~es.  Thetic  p~edications demand  at  least 
a  minimal1y  explicit  exp~ession  of  chal1engeability (at 
least  a  finite  ve~bal  fo~m,  ve~y  often  an  auxilia~y and  in 
some  cases  even  a  nea~ly pu~e  ma~Ke~ of  chal1engeability). 
Topic-comment  st~uctu~es,  on  the  othe~ hand,  ve~y often  do 
52. This way  of schematically  displaying  linguistic continua has been developed 
by  Seiler (cf. especially 1986). I 1:hank. Sonja Schlögel for drawing the illus1:ration. 59 
not  contain  any explicit  marV-er  of  chal1engeability (cf.  34-
36).  But  since  there are  no  necessary correlations between 
large parts of  the  two  scales,  one  scale can  not  be  reduced 
to  the other.  This  is due  to  the fact  that  they  involve  two 
different  and  basical1y  unrelated  strategies  of 
identification,  i.e.  spatio-temporal  identification  and 
identification via  participant.  The  former  is present  in 
near1y all  predicative  structures  (with  the  exception  o.f 
some  marginal  cases where  identification  is left  completely 
unexpressed  and  thus  to  be  achieved  exclusively  by 
contextual  information);  the  latter  is  specific  to 
categorica1  predicative forms. 68 
6.  Summary 
The  common  denominator  and  thus  the  function  of  all 
morphosyntactical1y predicative structures is  the fact  that 
they  present  a  chal1engeable  linguistic characterization  of 
a  point  in  the  universe  of  discourse  independently 
identified.  This  common  function  does  not  demand  a  uniform 
linguistic  expression,  but  allows  for  a  certain  amount  of 
variation  in  the  structural  maKe-up  of  predicative 
expressions,  that  is there are several  ways  to  bring about 
chal1engeability.  The  most  simple  and  straightforward way 
would  be  to have  a  linguistic  element  signal  something  liKe 
Rthis  is  a  chal1engeable  linguistic  expression- (Frege~s 
sign  of  assertion  <1-)  is a  case  in  point>.  But  such  an 
element  is  hardly  to  be  found  in  natural  language,  the 
exception  being  a  highly marKed  logical  predicate  liKe  true. 
The  absence  of  such  elements  in  natural  language  is not  due 
to chance.  Rather,  predicative structures reflect  the fact 
that  chal1engeability  presupposes  a  certain  interplay 
between  the  operations  of  identification  and 
characterization.  The  two  operations have  to  b~ independent 
of  one  another.  But  there  also has  to  be  a  linK  between 
thema  Furthermore,  there are essential1y  two  strategies for 
identification.  The  one  is  to  identify  the  point  in  the 
universe of  discourse  by  means  of  general  spatio-temporal 
information,  as it  is expressed  in  grammatical  categories 
such  as  person,  tense  and  mode  (spatio-temporal 
identification).  The  other  is  to  identify  it by  providing 
for  an  independent  referential  expression 
participants  involved  in  the  state  of 
of  one  of  the 
affairs  to  be 
expressed  (identification  via  par  t i c i pan t) •  These  two 
strategies are 
often  used  at 
pertaining  to 
not  mutual1y  exclusive;  rather,  theyare 
the  same  time.  Linguistic  expressions 
the  former  strategy  for  example 
/existential~ particles,  auxiliaries,  verbal  endings  - can 
be  said  to  signal  chal1engeability  explicitly  (i.e. 
segmental1y)  in  the  sense  that  they directly  linK  the  co-
occurring  characterizing  expression  to  a  point  in  the 
universe of  discourse.  Note,  however,  that  these elements 
are  not  pure marKers  of  chal1engeability  in  the sense  that 61 
they  signal  nothing  but 
involve  identificational 
chal1engeability. 





categories not  directly  relevant  to  predication  such  as 
passive,  causative etc ••  The  second  strategy  implies  a 
bipartition  of  the  predicative structure.  Chal1engeability 
here  is  implicitly  (non-segmental1y)  signal1ed  by  a 
linguistic  relation 





between  predication-base 
in  morphosyntactical1.y 
predicative structures can  thus  be  shown  to  pertain  to  two 
parameters which  partly overlap: 
1)  the  degree  to  which  chal1engeability  is explicitly and 
independently  expressed,  it  being  understood  that 
chal1engeability is hardly  ever  expressed  in  a  pure  form. 
2)  the  degree  to  which  a  relation  of  aboutness  is 
linguistical1y established.  The variation  in  this area is 
governed  by  two  complementary principles.  The  principle 
of  coherence pulls  predicative structures  towards  thetic 
form  so as  to  al10w  for  a  clearcut relation  of  aboutness 
between  an  extralinguistic  point  in  the  universe of 
discourse  and  its  linguistic 
principle  of  partition  pu11s 
characterization.  The 
predicative  structures 
towards  categorical  form  so  as  to  turn  the operational 
relation  of  aboutness  (pertaining  to  the predicative act) 
into  a  linguistic relation  of  aboutness. 62 
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